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Abstract

The starting point of the Neo-Khalilian theory is the discovery, 
for the most ancient  grammarians (8th century), of an original 
conception that we do not find in the works of the arab  grammarians 
who came after them only in a distorted form (except some cases).

   These ancient grammarians‚ and more particularly al-Ḫalil lbn 
Aḥmad (8th century), have underlined the most important function 
of language, i.e communication. However, they did not adopt it 
as their exclusive principle in the explanation of the linguistic 
phenomena. Thus, they have clearly separated what belongs to the 
communicationnal from what is related to the internal structure of 
language.

   The linguistic theory developed by these ancient researchers has 
been first analysed for many long years, then reformulated within 
a logico-mathematical framework and is actually systematically 
being exploited in several fields at the level of`our Center.

The main concepts of the Neo-Khalilian theory:  

 l. The notion of open corpus: Similarly to those of the physician 
or biologist, the data colleted by the linguist need to be validated 
thanks to their verifiable characteristic.   

 2. The distinction between the grammatical structure and the code, 
from one hand, and their use within the utterance from the other 
hand. 

*-This work was published in «Applied Arabic Linguistics and Signal and Information Processing«. Hemisphere. P.C., 
New York,1987, pp. 3-22. 



3. The notion of structure in this theory goes beyond that of the 
post-saussurian structuralism: structure here is the result of the 
synthesis of the class and order.

4. Language units are not necessarily segments (or marginally 
accents). There is abstract denoters which have the same importance 
as the segmental or accentual denoters. Example: the nominal or 
verbal element`s pattern and root: each denotes a meaning in itself: 
the synthesis of the two denoters gives a segment whose meaning 
results also from the synthesis of the two abstract meanings (and 
not from their mixture or juxta-position). This being the result of 
the systematic application of the qiyās. Thus, the syntagmatic axis 
is thus abstract (not to be confused with the verbal chain) because:

    1˚ it includes empty positions.       

   2˚ the order of the elements that constitute it is not necessarily 
that of the verbal chain. 

   It is precisely, these two characteristics that distinguish this 
analysis from the Harissian one.                                                                                         

   5. From another side, the transformations that constitute here the 
progressive passages from one sequence to other more complex 
ones according to very precise rules (additions, with or without 
exclusive alternation, combinations according to some patterns, 
position’s change, etc.) generate themselves the language items 
as opposed to generative grammar  (1957 and 1965) where the 
generation of items is related to a first system which is only a 
simple axiomatisation of the I.C analysis.  



الملخص
ــاني  ــرن الث ــرب )في الق ــاة الع ــدم النح ــد أق ــاف عن ــن الاكتش ــت م ــة انطلق ــة الحديث ــة الخليلي إن النظري
ــن إلا عــى صــورة  ــه عــدد النحــاة المتأخري ــل جــدا لا يمكــن أن نجــد مــا يماثل الهجــري( لتصــور علمــي أصي

ــم(. مشــوهة )إلا مــن شــذ منه
فقــد عــرف أولئــك النحــاة وخاصــة الخليــل بــن أحمــد )القــرن الثــاني( الوظيفــة الأساســية للغــة وهــي 
البيــان (communication) إلا أنهــم لم يجعلــوه المبــدأ الوحيــد لتفســر الظواهــر اللغويــة وعــى هــذا فإنهــم 
ــة التــي  ــة اللفظي ــان ومــا هــو راجــع إلى البني ــز الصــارم بــن مــا هــو راجــع إلى الخطــاب والبي أقامــوا التميي

تختــص بهــا اللغــة.
إن هــذه النظريــة اللغويــة التــي وضعهــا هــؤلاء النحــاة القدامــى قــد نظرنــا فيهــا طيلــة أعــوام ثــم أعدنــا 
صياغتهــا في إطــار منطقــي ريــاضي حديــث وهــي تقصــد الآن لتعتمــد وتســتثمر في مســتوى مركزنــا في مختلــف 

الميادين. 
المفاهيم الكبرى للنظرية الخليلية الحديثة

1( مفهــوم المدونــة المفتوحــة: إن المعطيــات التــي يتحصــل عليهــا اللغــوي لا تختلــف إطلاقا عــن المعطيات 
التــي يتحصــل عليهــا العــالم البيولوجــي أو الفيزيــائي. ففــي جميــع الحــالات تصــح المعطيــات بكونهــا قابلــة 

للتحقيــق )بالرجــوع إلى الواقــع(.
2( إقامــة الفــرق بــن البنيــة النحويــة وبــن وضــع اللغــة )الكــود( مــن جهــة وبــن اســتعمال المســتعملن 

لهــما في أفعــال خطابيــة معينــة مــن جهــة أخــرى. 
3( مفهــوم البنيــة في هــذه النظريــة يتجــاوز مفهــوم البنيــة في المذهــب البنــوي الــذي ظهــر بعــد سوســر: 
فــإن البنيــة ههنــا هــي نتيجــة لتركيــب بــن الفئــة والترتيــب )بــن أفــراد جنــس ونظائرهــا مــن أجنــاس أخــرى 

حســب تعبــر القدامــى(.
4( إن وحــدات اللغــة ليســت بالــرورة قطعــا مــن الــكلام )أو نــبرات أحيانــا قليلــة(. بــل قــد يوجــد في 
الكثــر مــن اللغــات عنــاصر دالــة مجــردة مســاوية في الأهميــة للــدوال المقطعــة )الكلــم كالأســماء والأفعــال( 
أو النــبرات. مثــال ذلــك بنــاء الكلمــة وجذرهــا: كل واحــد منهــما يــدل عــى معنــى عــى حــدة مســتقل عــن 
الآخــر وتركيــب المعنيــن يــؤدي إلى معنــى الاســم أو الفعــل )ولا مــزج في ذلــك ولا انضــمام(. وهــذا التركيــب 

هــو نتيجــة لإجــراء منتظــم للقيــاس )كــما يفهمــه القدامــى(.
فالمحور التركيبي يصبح بذلك مجردّا )أي لا يختلط بمدرج الكلام( وذلك لأن: 

1- توجد فيه مواضع خالية. 
2- ترتيب العناصر التي يتألف منها ليس بالرورة ترتيب مدرج الكلام. 

يختلف هذا التحليل عن تحليل هاريس بهاتن الصفن. 
ــكلام إلى  ــن ال ــلة م ــن سلس ــدرج م ــال المت ــل الانتق ــي تمث ــلات الت ــإن التحوي ــرى ف ــة أخ ــن جه ــم م 5( ث
أخــرى تكــون أعقــد منهــا وذلــك بالخضــوع إلى قواعــد دقيقــة )زوائــد لهــا مواضعهــا الخاصــة بتعاقــب أو مــن 
غــر تعاقــب وتراكيــب تخضــع لمثــل معينــة وتبديــل الموضــع وغــر ذلــك( هــي التــي تولّــد بنفســها وحــدات 
اللغة-خلافــا للنحــو التوليــدي )1957-1965( – حيــث يتوقــف التوليــد عــى نظــام ســابق وهــو عبــارة عــن 

أكســيوماتيكية بســيطة للتحليــل البلومفيلــدي إلى مكونــات مبــاشرة.  

ا



Résumé

La théorie néo-khalilienne a pour point de départ la découverte‚ chez les plus anciens 
grammairiens arabes (VIIIe s.) d’une conception très originale que l’on ne retrouve 
chez les grammairiens arabes de basse époque que sous une forme tout à fait dénaturée 
(sauf exceptions).

Ces anciens grammairiens et notamment al-Ḫalīl Ibn Aḥmad (VIIIe siècle) ont bien 
relevé la fonction essentielle du langage à savoir la communication mais ils se sont 
gardés d’en faire le principe explicatif exclusif des phénomènes linguistiques et ont 
donc soigneusement distingué ce qui relève uniquement du communicationnel de ce qui 
ne concerne que la structure interne de la langue.

La théorie linguistique élaborée par ces vieux chercheurs a été d’abord analysée 
pendant de longues années puis reformulée dans un cadre logico-mathématique moderne 
et fait actuellement l’objet d’une exploitation systématique‚ au niveau de notre Centre‚ 
dans différents domaines.

Les grands concepts de la théorie néo-khalilienne
1) La notion de corpus ouvert: les données recueillies par le linguiste ne différent 

pas de celles du biologiste ou du physicien. Dans tous les cas, la validité s’obtient par le 
caractère vérifiable de ces données.

2) Distinction entre la structure grammaticale et le code‚ d’une part‚ et l’usage qu’on 
en fait dans des actes d’énonciation‚ d’autre part.

3) La notion de structure dans cette théorie déborde celle du structuralisme post-
saussurien: la structure est ici le résultat de la synthèse de la classe et de l’ordre.

4) Les unités de la langue ne sont pas nécessairement des segments (ou marginalement 
des accents). Il existe des dénotants abstraits aussi importants que les dénotants 
segmentaux ou accentuels. Exemple: le schème et la racine d’un élément nominal ou 
verbal: chacun d’eux dénote un sens en lui-même: la synthèse des deux dénotants donne 
un segment dont le sens résulte également de la synthèse des deux sens abstraits (et non 
de leur amalgame ou de leur juxtaposition).

Cela est le résultat de l’application systématique du qiyƒs (bijection).  
L’axe syntagmatique est ainsi abstrait (= ne se confond pas avec la chaîne verbale) 

parce que.
1° il comporte des cases vides.
2° l’ordre des éléments qui le composent n’est pas nécessairement celui de la chaîne 

verbale.
Cette analyse se différencie de la mise en correspondance harissienne par ces deux 

caractères précisément.
5) D’autre part‚ les transformations qui constituent ici les passages progressifs d’une 

séquence à d’autres plus complexes selon des règles très précises (ajouts localisés‚ avec 
ou sans alternance exclusive‚ combinaisons selon certains schèmes‚ changement de 
position. etc.) génèrent elles-mêmes les items de la langue contrairement à la grammaire 
générative (1957 et 1965) où la génération relève d’un 1er système qui n’est qu’une 
axiomatisation simple de l’analyse en C.I.
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Arabic Linguistics came into being in the eighth century A.D. (end of the 
1st century of the Hegir), that is, with the beginning of the expansion of Islam. 
This early start can be explained in terms of the tremendous need felt by the 
members of the new community to know the language of the Koran, which had 
become the official language of the young Islamic state (a decision made by 
the Umayad Caliph ‘Abd al-Malik Ibn Marwān at that date). The appearance of 
Arabic grammar is intimately linked with that of canon law (fiqh), of Koranic 
analysis and especially of the Science of qirā’āt or Koranic orthoepy. In fact, the 
first grammarians were all specialists in the oral presentation of the Koran, and 
the first to whom the idea of grammar is attributed was precisely the inventor of 
the graphic signs which made it possible to distinguish the different grammatical 
functions of linguistics elements, namely Abū al-Aswad al-Du’alī (d.69H) (the 
Arabic writing system, as we know, was originally consonantal).

It is in fact the third generation of orthoepists who are first credited with 
having carried out fieldwork by organising largescale linguistic surveys in order 
to collect the largest possible amount of data and then, most importantly, having 
refined and systematized the earlier generations’ methods of analysis. This 
meticulons and systematic research on the language, called ‘ilm al-‘Arabbiya (= 
the science of ‘Arabiyya) by these first scholars, in which the naŸw constitutes the 
part dealing with grammar (in the phonetic system), was initiated by Abū ‘Amr  
Ibn al-‘Alā’ (d. 154 H.), as far as fieldwork and largescale critical codification 
of data are concerned, and by his rival ‘Abdallah Ibn Abī  Isḥāq (d. 117 H.) in 
the domain of language analysis and induction of constants. 

The theory of ‘Arabiyya was the work of several generations of grammarians 
and is almost entirely contained in the remarkable and impressive work of a 
grammarian of the second century, namely the Kitāb of Sībawayh (d. 180 H.). 
But the greatest of these linguists was uncontestably al-Ḫalīl Ibn Aḥmad (d. 
170 H) Sībawayh’s teacher (Sībawayh  quotes him more than 600 times in his 
Kitāb) and we owe to al-Ḫalīl the invention of metrics and the very original 
idea of a dictionary entirely based on the combinatory possibilities of phonemes 
- and the perfecting of mathematical concepts which could be applied to the 
analysis of language: permutations, factorials, cyclic group, etc. A large number 
of explanations for exceptional cases and idiomatic expressions are due to him. 
Finally, the graphetic system specific to vowels,  gemination, etc, still in use 
today is one of his inventions (he is also the author of a system of transcription 
for surveys). Sībwayh’s importance was not only in codifying most of his 
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teachers’ analyses and explanations - in particular those of al-Ḫalīl - but also in 
admirably enriching them and even surpassing them in many cases. Among the 
linguists who came after this great period of creation (more than 2000 up to the 
fourteenth century A.D.), it is worth mentioning first the brilliant school which 
was established in the third and fourth centuries of the Hegir in Basra and then in 
Baghdad, based on the teaching  of a grammarian little known today: Abū Bakr 
ibn al-Sarrāǧ (d. 317 H.). His pupils took up the Ḫalilian tradition and enriched 
it considerably by extremely full personal commentaries and essays (the works 
produced by this school, still mostly in manuscript form, will probably mark 
an epoch when they are better known). They include first of all al-Sīrāfī (d. 
337) and al- Rummānī (d. 384), each the author of an enormous commentary on 
Sībwayh’s kitāb (5 and 8 volumes), Al-Zaǧǧāǧī (d. 337) and Abū ‘Alī al- Fārisī 
(d. 384) and the illustrious pupil of the latter Ibn Ǧinnī (d. 392) whose genius 
(like that of his teacher ) was almost equal to that of Ḫalīl and Sībawayh.

It was at this period (end of the 4 th century H.) that philosophical speculation, 
at first truly Muslim, later frankly Hellenist, was straight away established 
alongside operationist scientific research and would gradually invade all the 
Islamic sciences, in particular Arabic grammar. This invasion would consist in 
a progressive - but never total or definitive - substitution of Aristotle’s logic 
(= al-Manṭiq) for the logico-mathematical concepts of the first Arab linguists.  
Contrary to what we have been able to say so far about the Ḫalilian school of 
the 4th century, its adherents, although they did not refrain from using concepts 
taken from the Manṭiq, were always (or mostly) careful not to confuse them with 
those taken from the mathematical logic of al-Ḫalīl and Sībawayh. But the same 
was not true of their colleagues - shallower and much less original - and most  
of their successors.

After 470 (date of the death of a famous continuator of Ibn Ǧinnī, namely 
‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Ǧurǧāni). Arab thought in the domain of stagnation which 
would last several centuries, and it was really only with contact with western 
civilisation that it would have the chance to become aware of this lethargy 
and consequently try to overcome it. In the domain of the scientific study of 
language, most Arab researchers of our time have simply attached themselves 
to one or another of the western schools of linguistics. It could be - and we 
heartily hope it to be the case - that some of them manage - ( by extending 
the viewpoint they took as a starting point) to achieve some original work. A 
second method consists in elaborating the concepts of the Arabic linguistics 
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of the first centuries of the Hegir (after having grasped all their contours and 
the principles on which they are based) in themselves on the one  hand, and in 
opposing them to the concepts of contemporary linguistics on the other hand. 
This presupposes, of course, a deep and extensive knowledge of these concepts, 
an objective and critical knowledge (like that which we ought to have of ancient 
Arabic grammar, of Indian grammar, etc.), that is without prejudice. It is  this 
second method which my colleagues and I have attempted to follow for more 
than two decades, within the movement which has been given a name we are 
willing to accept - the neo-Ḫalilian School.

The Methods of Research of the ‘Ilm al-‘Arabiyya and Their Scientific 
Basis.

The first scholars who took on the task of codifying the ‘Arabiyya were led 
to carry out surveys in the field of the “Faṣāḥa”(1) in order to gather the largest 
amount of data deriving from this language. The full set of data constituted a 
kind of corpus (called by them al- samā‘ or al-masmū‘: the set of data collected 
ex-auditu), but their view of the corpus is fundamentally different from that 
of the empiricist structuralism which appeared in the west after Saussure. 
Empiricist structuralism, as we know, advocates basing a description only on a 
set of utterances given once and for all “in order to avoid temptation of calling 
up occurrences which would fit in with the investigator’s own theories”. The 
Arabs’ samā‘ was instead always open, in the sense that any linguist could at 
any time note down one or more occurrences. In fact the linguist studying the 
‘Arabiyya, while making his analysis, referred not only to the information he 
had collected himself, but to the whole masmū‘, all the data collected by others 
up to that moment. On the other hand this masmū‘ was, for him, completely 
intangible: if he was allowed to increase its size by incorporating the product of 
his observations into it, it was only at the price of an iǧm ā‘, that is an agreement 
between his own observations and those of all his colleagues(2).It  follows from 
this that nothing can be stated about the tangible existence of an item, a pattern 
of occurrence, or the extent of its use, without a precise reference to the full 
masmū‘, thus made objective. Recourse to a set of data considered as the sum of 
all observations and made objective by a real consensus seems to us infinitely 
closer to the attitude of the serious scholar in rigour as well as in fruitfulness.   

This set of linguistic data which served as a base for the grammarians’ 
descriptions was obtained through numerous surveys which extended over 
almost all the Arab peninsula. The surveys which provided the largest part of the 
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data were those carried out by the originator of these surveys and his followers, 
namely Abū ‘Amr Ibn al ‘Alā’. The regular or occasional informants has to be 
native speakers who had  not stayed too long in areas where dialects other than 
the ‘Arabiyya  were spoken (they were called fuṣaḥā’ al-‘Arab).

The investigators of ‘Arabiyya  made use of very elaborate techniques, the 
main features of which were exclusively receptive observation (istilġā’) and 
active observation; the latter could be carried out through two processes:

Stimulation-suggestion (called talqīn) and questioning about aspect of 
language. In the first case the informant is given a series of stimuli in order to 
encourage him to talk and suggest to him a topic of conversation (the aim being 
to obtain instances of variation at all levels). In the second case the aim is to 
obtain information about the language; factual questions are thus used. Here 
again there are two methods: the questioning was carried out either by means 
of an alternative question, where the speaker was asked to choose between 
two possibilities, or by means of a test-question or stimulus-sentence which 
constituted a real test, or a “provocation”, in the form of  a sentence which was 
given to the informant without  further comment.

All this was naturally recorded in writing: the great linguist al-Ḫalīl Ibn 
Aḥmad had moreover developed, for this purpose, a system of transcription 
which was very convenient for noting the variations.  

In the Islamic sciences, the rational systematisation of facts soon took the 
form - especially among linguists - of a rather remarkable combination of two 
opposing, and apparently contradictory tendencies: an extremely, meticulous 
concern for the facts, and a very pronounced obsession with abstract constructions.

For S¢bawayh, for example, the combination consisted to the test (which was 
always the deciding factor) but in also giving great importance to hypothetico-
deductive constructions and to formalisation in general.

The important concepts on which this step is based are the notions of bāb, 
naḍir, asl and far‘, istimrār or ittirād and above all that of qiyās. The Arabs give 
the name bāb to any set of objects or processes having in common, not a simple 
property, but a shared structure. Hence the possibility for a bāb to be empty, 
when there is no linguistic item in the analysis which can correspond to the 
structure it characterises, or monary when there is only one such item. This is the 
case with the objects characterised by the lexical structure:

C
1
iC

2
uC

3 
(where C

i 
= the root consonant in position i; what the Arabs call 
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fi‘ul), a structure which is required by the lexical combinations of the ‘Arabiyya 
but which is nonexistent in actual usage. Likewise, hence the impossibility of 
applying this term to classes of concrete realisations thus a simple set in the 
logical sense of the word, but a set whose constitution and/or combinatory rules. 
A bƒb is thus made up of homologous elements: these are na¼a’ir, plural of 
na¼īr. A more abstract bƒb is one which incorporates other bāb-s having the same 
structure but a higher level of abstraction. This is the reason why the name bƒb is 
given to the patterns generating items (lexical or syntactic) at different levels of 
abstraction, as well as to the ordered sequences of consonants which constitute 
lexical roots.

The notions of aṣl and far‘ depend one an extremely interesting idea, in that 
they make possible the establishment of an order on the paradigmatic axis (which 
constitutes a real “wastepaper basket” in contemporary functionalism). In fact, 
the term aṣl is applied to any element which also invariably occurs in other forms 
of elements which are its furū‘ (plural of far‘ ) and which contain it and overlap 
it by virtue of some kind of material and/or formal addition. Everything we have 
to say about the Arabic linguistic models will serve as ample illustration of these 
important notions.

As for the qiyās, it is in, the fist place an equivalence (in the mathematical 
sense) which can be established between two or more structures (hence between 
two or more bāb-s). This presupposes a constituent analysis of the elements and 
the establishment of biunivocal correspondences between these constituents. 
But that is far from sufficient, for it is also necessary for this correspondence 
composition of the elements which are thereby set together. The qiyās can be 
applied to objects-items in their structure - but it is more interesting when applied 
to processes, in particular to transformations (in the broad sense, covering the 
Harrisian and the Chomskyan transformations); isoschemism thus becomes 
true isomorphism, and the systems of operations thus placed in correspondence 
are then necessarily structures which are closed in on themselves, that is group 
structures.

The concept most similar to qiyās is that of analogy, but it involves a much 
more elaborates kind of analogy (as we have just seen), for it applies to structures 
(in the mathematical rather than the phonological sense). It must therefore: (1) 
allow a stimulation of reality by the construction of models (the generative 
patterns, = mu±ul, plural of mi±ƒl). (2) reveal much more abstract structures (by 
a series of equivalences).
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The construction of generation patterns (the bāb-s transformed into qiyās and 
called mi±al-s) should not lead us to forget that these bāb-s and these qiyās are  
first  of all perceived in reality (it is only after being stripped of content that they 
become real simulation instruments). But in reality there exists another kind of 
uniformity which is perceived, not within a bāb, but between two entities which 
are linked in such a way that the presence of one is always or almost always 
accompanied by the presence of the other (e.g. subject - mark-u. This is law 
in the Baconian sense, but by introducing the qiyās into this circunstancial or 
invariable relationship, we produce what the Arabs call qiyās mustamirr, that is, 
a uniformity which is circumstantial and congruential at the same time.

Theories and Models of the Naḥw
1. Discourse Acts and Related Concepts

As we have seen the grammarians started out from direct observation of the 
language behaviour of native speakers of the ‘Arabiyya  and were then led to 
imagine the different components of the communication system,  rather like our 
contemporaries. In any exchange of messages (ḫitāb), there is a “mutakallim”, 
sender of the message, necessarily unique, and a“muḫātab” target of the message, 
which can be multiple: between them passes the ṣawt or sound which carries the 
message (or a substitute such as writing or something else). The mutakallim or 
speaker determines the “ḥāl al-ḥadīṯ”: this is  the present situation with regard 
to the message, the situation which serves as a reference for the muḫāṭab, in 
that it constitutes the starting point for the spatio-temporal situating of the 
communication. But the communication is guaranteed only if the participants 
share the prerequisite knowledge, given and not deduced, of the “waḍ‘ al-luġa 
(or muwāḍa‘a) which is the language code (later iṣtilāḥ al-taḫāṭub). This waḍ ‘   
is a real “social, convention”: considered as such is any articulated sound (laf¼) 
which is institutionalised and which can be opposed to any laf¼ which has not 
been established as a signifier (dalīl) denoting something signified. This is the 
case with sequence of phonemes such as *saṣ

 
,*ḏat, *qāǧ, etc, which have not 

been adopted by the “wāḍi‘” or founder of the language (for reasons of phonetic 
incompatibility). But the code cannot be reduced to more correspondences 
between signifier and signified, there are also all the arrangements of signifiers 
which are also conventional but which can be inferred from one another by 
means of rules which are the “maqāyīs” (here the plural of qiyās) of the naŸw. 
Here resides the difference between the luġa (or datum of the language) and the 
naŸw (hence the opposition between the luġawī, who has the task of collecting 
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and verifying linguistic data in the field; and the naḥwī, who is specialised 
in the analysis and systematisation of these data). The waḍi‘  is contrasted to 
the isti‘māl, which is the implementation and actual use of the language in 
utterances. A principle maintained by the Arab linguists in this connection is 
that not everything allowed by the qiy ās or congruential system of the language 
is necessarily found in actual speech.

“Language was invented” claims  Ibn al-Sarrāǧ: (teacher of Ab¹ ‘Alī al-
farisī) “mainly for the transmission of information (fā’ida) … but if one should 
take it into one’s head to say: “fire is hot”, snow is cold”, one would have on 
utterance with zero fā’ida” (cf. his Uṣūl I, f.43). Fā’ida thus appears to be a 
quantity of information which can be positive or null; the message coveys 
something to the addressee, or it conveys nothing. It is then called “mufīd” or 
ġayr “mufīd”. Hence the importance given on the one hand to ambiguity or labs 
and on the other hand to the knowledge or data possessed by the addressee (‘ilm-
al-muḫātab) and to frequency of usage (kaṯra) in explaining the phenomena 
of omission (ḥaḏf), redundancy (Ziyāda, tawkīd) and those relating to context. 
Thus the ambiguity or labs of certain utterances such as “kāna insānun ḥalīman” 
(a man was noble) (example analysed by Sībawayh, Kitāb I, 22 ) can make the 
message completely predictable and probable (the information, in this example, 
relates to at least one member of the class of human beings). It will also be 
noted that only the elements which can be supplied by the context are liable 
to be omitted; and it is those which cannot be omitted which alone carry the 
information which the addressee lacks. Sībawayh also says: “speakers omit or 
leave implicit things which are frequent in speech, for they need to reduce what 
is used very frequently” (kitāb I, 294). As for redundancy, the Arab grammarians 
consider that there are two kinds: redundancy originating from the system, and 
due to an excess of distinctive functions: ziyāda li-l-farq (e.g, case agreements 
in unambiguous utterances) and accidental redundancy due to variations in 
the circonstances of communication: there is a surplus of signifiers in order to 
counteract the deficiencies of communication (ziyāda li-l-bayān aw al-tawkīd) 
in both cases there is predisposition (iḥṭiyāṭ V. Ibn Ǧinnī, Ḫaṣā’iṣ, III, 101-111). 
This ziyāda is said to be muf¢da, i.e. functional, since it ensures the reliability 
and efficiency of the communication. This said, the Arab linguists did not base 
their theory of language entirely on this notion of “mufīd” as is currently the case 
whit the functionalists.
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2. Acceptability, Grammaticality and Semantic Interpretation

Nothing is found in the naḥw which has not been originally observed in 
the speech acts (or kalām) of Arabic speakers: “The naḥw”, Ibn al-Sarrāǧ tells 
us in this connection, is a science which the ancients established on the basis 
of repeated, systematic observation (istiqrā’) of the Arabs’ kalām”(Uṣul, f. 
IR). Although essentially based on factual observation, the naḥw nevertheless 
cannot be reduced to a simple description of the language, for as Abū ‘Ali, Ibn 
al-Sarrāǧ’s pupil, makes clear, it involves “the science of maqāyīs (here plural 
of qiyās), abstracted (or induced = mustanbaṭa) by istiqrā’ from the Arabs’ 
speech (al-Takmila, 1). Now the qiyƒs, as we have seen, is at the same time a 
constant (a law established through observation) and also generative pattern, or 
a model which makes it possible to generate an infinite number of grammatical 
utterances (as conceived by N. Chomsky, but with completely different kind 
of recursivity). Drawn from or confirmed by experiment, the maqāyis make 
possible the prediction of other discourse acts and the explanation, by means 
of their structural correspondences, of many phenomena observed in actual 
discourse. 

 It is for this reason that the idea of grammaticality - in the exclusive sense 
of “conforming to the requirements of the qiyās is not unknown to the Arab 
grammarians”.

“The naḥw”, claims one the grammarians of the fourth century H., is a 
scientific discipline which makes it possible to understand the different states 
(aḥwāl = descriptions) of the Arabs’ language with regard to the validity of 
its arrangements, and to distinguish, by this means, the correct utterances from 
the incorrect ones “(quoted in Iqtirƒh, 6) (in reference to the language to the 
language behaviour of the Arabs since Al-Rummānī) (cf. his Ḥudūd, 38). In other 
words, to distinguish the utterances which belong to the ‘Arabiyya (and not to 
a norm associated with a restricted and privileged social group) from those not 
belonging to this language, and it is only in this sense that the term acceptability 
was used (ḥusn, istiḥsān). This meant acceptability with regard to the largest 
number of native speakers (hence the degrees of acceptability expressed by the 
terms fasīḥ/afṣaḥ, ḥasan/aḥsan, qabīḥ /aqbaḥ: these are the reactions of native 
speakers which the grammarians recorded in their surveys and which they 
combined by means of statistical lists.

Sībawayh was one of the first of these linguists to point out the relations 
existing between grammaticality, acceptability of utterances and their semantic 
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interpretation. “The kalām”, he says, “can be: mustaqīm ḥasan (grammatical and 
acceptable), muḥāl (meaningless)” (al-Sirafi, his annotator, specifies: mustaqīm 
muŸƒl = grammatical and meaningless) mustaqīm kaḏib (grammatical but 
unlikely), mustaqīm qabīḥ (grammatical and not acceptable, except in poetry for 
certain forms), muḥāl kaḏib (meaningless and unlikely) (cf. his kitāb I, 8).

3. Semiologico-grammatical V. Semantic

One of the most important achievements of Arabic linguistics (that of al-
Ḫalīl and his followers) was the very clear distinction it drew between the strictly 
semiological and grammatical analysis of the language and that of the meaning 
deriving from the act of utterance. It was not a question of giving more attention to 
one at the expense of the other, or even of completely separating the two, but only 
of avoiding the unfortunate confusion (into which many old and new approaches 
have fallen) between what derives from the waḍ‘ (Semiologico-grammatical 
system = signifiers/signified + arrangements) and what belongs to the ’isti‘māl 
(actual use of the waḍ‘) with all that implies with regard to communicational 
framework, logico-semantics, etc.). This distinction is moreover based on an 
observation (first made by Sībawayh in his kitāb, I, p 15-16) relating to the 
laf¼ (articulated sounds) and to the ma‘nā (meaning) when they are combined 
by the waḍ‘. The former is then dephoneticised (in this union in the waḍ‘) to 
varying degrees: vowels and affixes at the level of lexeme patterns are variables. 
In the same way the ma‘nā is desemanticised to varying degrees: the nominal 
and verbal lexical ends have generic content at the level of the code, and at the 
level of structures (roots, lexical and syntactic patterns) the content is still more 
abstract 

(3). Finally, the phenomena of synonymy and homonymy - which are 
essential and not accidental - make the waḍ‘ - code and the waḍ‘ - structure 
(semiology and grammar) into an entity which is totally available and able to 
fulfil all links of needs. On the other hand, the meaning which the addressee 
can infer from the situation or from information obtained earlier or provided 
by intuition, or intellectual knowledge, is ma‘āni (plural of ma‘nā) which do 
not depend on the waḍ‘, the language but on the infinite domain of semantics 
(see in this connection Sībawayh’s remarks about the information the lafḍ can 
provide, which he contrasts with that which is inferred from everything except 
the lafḍ. (kitāb I, 15-16 and also Ibn Ǧinnī, Ḫaṣā’iṣ, II, 184, 321 and III, 98 
ff.). Similarly, language is not defined by its communicative function (or by any 
other function). This is what is said explicity by a philosopher of language who 
has properly understood the spirit of the khalilian school: “In saying that speech 
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is constituted of what is muf¢d (what carries information), we do not mean that it 
must necessarily carry a “fā’ida”(information) every time it occurs, but only that 
it is that by which the fā’ida can reasonably be realised, although this property 
may sometimes be lacking because of a certain state speaker” (Muġni,VII, 11). 

4. The Syntactic Model

Essential contrasts with the structuralist or generativist approach:

4.1. Synthesis of Class and Order 

Form and substance are concepts the Arab grammarians knew well (in Arabic: 
“Sūra” and “mādda”, which are the translations of the terms used by Aristotle), 
but they did not content themselves to see in form a simple system of opposition; 
form for them is, in addition, an arrangement of these oppositions, or, in other 
words, a structure where the members of one class are directly related to those 
of one or more other classes. The use of the aristotelian terms for grammarians 
meant just this, that every structure is opposed, at a lower level of abstraction 
(not necessarily by embedding), to the set of elements which it “informs”, and 
at the higher level, to a wider structure in which it constitutes an element. Thus 
the simple opposition of the aristotelian-saussurian type is not the only thing at 
work in the immanent system of the language, even if it is embellished with a 
secondary dimension called “contrast”. A further requirement is that the elements 
of the system must be placed in correspondence with other elements belonging 
to other classes, and it is only then that they acquire, through their position 
(= their “mawḍi‘) in this extensive system, the status of absolute variable (not 
bound to a class).

4.2. The Four Kinds of Denoters

The Arab linguists identified in the “‘Arabiyya four kinds of units or, more 
precisely, four types of denotation: by the root and the pattern the signifying 
segment and the zero marker. 

The signifying segment is what the Arabs call “Kalima”. It is tempting to see 
it as the result of a simple segmentation (with commutation) which constitutes 
a simple analysis of the text and culminates, in western linguistics, in the 
“morpheme” we shall see below that the Kalima does not result from such a 
simplistic analysis. The Arab grammarians contrast this unit with two other 
denoters: the root and the pattern, which they obtain by a vertical analysis, in 
other words by an induction of ordered variables on the basis of two operations 
which are carried out simultaneouly: firstly, the establishment of equivalences 
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between signifying segments, and secondly, the seriation (or ordering) of this 
equivalence class. The operations for obtaining a pattern can represented as 
follows:

k † ‘ Ÿ  …
a a a a
t r m s    …

a a i u    …
b b l n    …
a a a a    …

           

The same procedure is followed to obtain roots: only the equivalence class 
need be changed.

 However, there exist some signifying segments which cannot be analysed 
in terms of root and pattern. This is the case, first, with all the grammatical 
morphemes - called ḥurūf al-ma‘ānī  or adawƒt (function-words) - to which we can 
add all the segments which function as second power markers (substitutable for full 
nouns), namely the deictics or shifters (al-’asmā’ al mubhama). 

Thus, not everything in the language is segment or accent; each of the entities 
established by the vertical analysis of the kalima possesses its own dalƒla or 
denotation in “kataba”, “kātib”; “maktūb”, the sequence / K.T.B. / by itself 
denotes, in the code of the ‘Arabiyya, the signified “write”, and the patterns 
fa‘ala, fā‘il, maf‘ūl, specify the signifieds: “completed” “agent”, “patient”. Thus 
the kalima when it is analysable into a root and a pattern, is not a minimal 
signifier (it is such only at the level of the text: none of its components alone 
denotes its signified).

As can be seen, denoters are not necessarily segments. To insist at all costs on 
analysing a text merely by segmenting it, as the postsaussurian linguists do, leads 
to dead ends or unsatisfactory solutions. Such is the concept of “discontinuous 
morpheme” proposed by those determined to account for pattern variations. The 
most striking example in this respect is the internal plural in the ‘Arabiyya: 
how, in this out-an-out segmentalist framework, could we explain the shift from 
“sāḥib” (companion) to “’asḥāb”: where in this case is the segment which 
denotes plural?

A last type of denoters identified by the Arabs - and by our contemporaries - 

  Constants                  
        +                  
ordered variables
pattern = f a‘a l a

 C
1
a C

2
a C

3
a

Equivalence 
       (Class of triliteral verbs in the perfect)
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is the zero marker, which S¢bawayh called “‘alāma ġayr ḍāhira” (unexpressed 
marker) or “tark al-‘alāma “ (kitāb, I, 123, 220). This involves, the meaningful 
absence of an expression at the level of sound. It characterises, for example, 
the affix pronoun of the third person of the verb, and the nominal markers for 
masculine and singular, as opposed to those for feminine and dual/ plural which 
are represented by the adjunction of a full marker. It can also be applied at the 
syntactic level: the governing zero, for example, which corresponds to the ibtidā‘, 
is the marker of the syntactic unit which underlies the simple noun phrase.

Much later than Sībawayh, some authors,  influenced by philosophy, did not 
understand that the absence of a marker could have a governing effect. Unable to 
conceive the phenomena in an operational framework, these grammarians could 
not make the difference between an absence considered in itself, and an absence 
considered within a structured whole;  it is in the latter case that the role of this 
absence is seen as the fact that it affects a position in this whole (cf. the role of 
the concept of zero in mathematics). 

4.3. The Concept of Mawḍi‘

It is just this concept of position within a structured whole (not a system of 
simple oppositions but a whole in which all the elements contained there are 
placed in biunivocal correspondence), which is, along with some other concepts,  
at the base of the analysis of the naḥw. Another term, mawqi‘, is sometimes 
used  in place  of  the word  mawḍi‘; they refer to the “place of occurrence” of 
an element in language. Al-Rummƒn¢ talks in this connection of the “qismat 
al-mawqi‘”, that is the distributional combinations of the elements of language. 
Could the analysis of the naŸw be called “distributionalist”? We shall see that it 
involves a much more complex “distribution”. In fact, the mawḍi‘ is not always 
identical to the physical position an element can occupy in language (thus, the 
anteposition of the complement does not change its mawḍi‘). The mawḍi‘ is not 
defined by distribution alone, or by the function of the elements occupying it: it 
is a position virtually contained within an operational pattern abstracted on the 
basis of both the syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes. More light will be shed 
on this concept in the analysis of models of the naŸw (which involve it ) to be 
described below. 

4.4. The “lexie” as the Basis for Analysis

“The ism  mu¼har ( = overt noun, as opposed to muḍhar = personal pronoun), 
“Sībawayh declares, “is never composed of a single ḥarf (sound segment), for it 
must be possible for it to be followed by silence and at the same time not preceded 
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or followed another element...” ( kitāb II, 304). Any verbal string which can be 
separated from what precedes it (’ibtidā’ = attack) and from what follows it 
(’infiṣāl), and considered as minimal with regard to this isolatability (’infirƒd), 
constitutes a formal unit, since it is extracted from a single signifier, which the 
same author calls “kalima mufrada” and “bi-manzilati kalimatin wāḥida” (4).

The first of these labels is applied to isolatable (and indivisible) strings which 
contrain no substring which is isolable in other contexts. The same is true of 
the ism, overt and covert (noun and isolatable personal pronoun). The second 
term is applied to strings deriving from this by one or more expansions which 
are bound to it in such a way that the string remains indivisible.

Infirād or isolability, thus understood, is of capital importance, for by 
demarcating potentially autonomous sections of speech, it allows us to reach 
the truly fundamental unit which is located at the intersection of syntax and 
lexis - and even at the intersection of the syntactic and the communicational, 
since each section thus defined an does function as a minimal message (like  a 
sentence, whatever the number of elements it may contain,  the important things 
being the two pause-breaks as boundaries and the indivisibility). From this level, 
the central one, the linguist’s analyses will thus more either downwards, to look 
for the signifying segments and their components, or upwards, to see how the 
minimal sequential units fit into syntactic structures.

 This method makes it possible to avoid the arbitrary nature of many current 
or earlier approaches which take as their starting-point the sentence or the 
proposition (which is not a  given formal unit). Certain contemporary authors 
have devoted their  attention to defining a formal starting-point: this is true of 
Harris (see Lyons, Introduction, 5, l, 2) and of Revzin (see his Models, French 
translation, 15), but none of these authors has tried to exploit fully the concepts 
he has established.

It is just this possibility of generation (tafrī‘) of derived structures (furū‘) from an 
elementary string (aṣl) by adjoining  meaningful expansions (zawā’id) to the right or 
left of the later that the Arabs call “tamakkun” (capacity ) and “taṣarruf ”(variability). 
This makes it possible to establish distinctions (which have the advantage of being 
purely formal) between isolatable strings. Certain strings have a perfect tamakkun; 
they can receive all kinds of expansions. This is true of ’ism Šins (common nouns). 
Others are less, or much less perfect: the ‘alam or proper noun, for example, which 
cannot take an article or an adnominal complement. In addition, certain adverbs can 
receive only one or two declension markers (i‘rāb), or none at all, and so on.

The taṣarruf or variation (additions) from the initial string is subject to rules 
whose (ordered) application can be represented as follows: See the following figure  
(Òadd of the ism). 
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THE ḤADD OF THE ISM (5)

Induction of intralexical mawƒ†i‘     
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As we can see, the expansions are additions which can appear in one position 
and also alternate among themselves. Case inflections, tanwīn (which alternates 
horizontally with the article and vertically with the adnominal complement) 
the qualifier to the right of the kernel on the one hand,  and the article and 
preposition to the left, are all additions with regard to the kernel which they 
can affect and in the sequence of which they can appear and disappear. We can 
also note the presence of zones of recursively (iṭāla by ’aṭf, takrīr or taṯniya) at 
this level; these are  the mawḍi‘-s of the adnominal complement (ð) and that of 
the qualifier (õ). we shall see that it is in these positions, among others, that the 
embedding of strings is possible.

Thus the criteria of infirād (ibtidā’, infiṣāl) and of tamakkun make possible 
the recognition, within the laf¼ (the signifying form) and only within the laf¼, 
a first unit, which is here the ism ‘āmm (or ǧins = common noun). The element 
having the greatest “tamakkun” will be that which is totally unmarked in its 
minimal realisation (its aṣl). Thus we have here a formal definition of this kind 
of unit; any string which allows all possible expansions to left and right without 
the whole there by losing the status of an indivisible string with regard to its 
realisation  from  this starting-point the other units contained within the
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expansions can be formally defined. This is possible because they occur in 
specified positions which are inferred from the examination of the possible 
occurrence of a given element. These “mawḍi‘-s” in their turn determine-still 
in formal terms- the grammatical functions of the elements which occupy them.

It is also in this framework that the “kalima” can receive a formal definition. 
In fact, any string of sounds which can occur in one of these mawḍi‘-s is 
considered a kalima it follows that the “kalima” is not necessarily identical with 
the concept of “morpheme”, in fact, the kalima is indeed a signifying segment 
(which is reached, as we have seen, by the elaboration of the generative pattern 
of the lexie) but this segment is minimal only with regard to the lexie pattern 
which contains it. It is a component of  the lexie, whereas the morpheme is a 
unit of meaning (almost always equivalent to a segment) regardless of the level 
on which it is situated. Hence the confusion made by the descriptivists between 
the meaningful elements which go into the making of the system generating 
lexemes (the miṯāl-s):  fa‘ala, ifta‘la, istif‘āl, etc.), which are elements internal 
to the lexeme, and the meaningful elements external to this pattern, the latter 
differing formally from the formar in being separable by deletion in the same 
pattern.

 On the other hand, the Arab grammarians consider that the element most 
able to undergo expansion is also the least costly to realize (’aḫaff). Such is the 
case with the common noun. The verb is the least economical (’a±qal) because it 
cannot be realised without a subject, inflection, tense realisations, etc. The ±iqal 
designates just this expansional load, and consequently is located on both the 
physiological and the psychological levels.

As can be seen, the paradigmatic axis is necessarily, structured, in that 
it is the site for transformations, and the latter are necessarilly arranged in a 
hierarchy, in aṣl® furū‘. The expansional, transformation or ziyāda determine 
many distinctions, paradigmatic relations, but the latter must not be considered 
when we are dealing with the syntagmatic axis within a single morphosyntactic 
class. On the contrary, they must be considered in the structured whole which 
results from the combination of the two axes. It is thus necessary to consider 
together without separation, all the columns “where paradigmatic relations are 
found, firstly in the syntagmatic order they exhibit, and secondly in the movement 
which renders the two axes dynamic through the progressive and augmentative 
passage from the minimal string to its derivations and vice versa, in other words 
in a perspective of totality or of a structure closed in on itself and having its own 
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properties (we shall) see that all the patterns of the ‘Arabiyya  constitute such 
totalities which prove to be group structures). Here again there is a synthesis 
of class and order. This pattern generating lexies, like all the other patterns, 
at whatever level, constitutes from one point of view a bƒb, since it is a whole 
structured by an orderly (= generalised) establishment of equivalence of  the a©l 
and its fur¹‘(all the derived strings constitute lexies for the same reason as the 
starting-point: they are its isotopes; but it also constitutes a qiyās and a ḥadd 
(operational definition) since this biunivocal and reversible establishment of 
correspondence constitutes a model of derivation and thus of characterisation 
and of ordered generation of linguistic items.

 Beside the nominal lexie-generating pattern, there exists another pattern 
which generates verbal lexies (in fact, three different sub-patterns which 
correspond to the three verbal moods: perfect, imperfect and imperative).

Before moving to the other levels, situated above and below this central 
level, it seems approriate to mention two other concepts which refer to the 
linking cohesion between the components of the same unit. These are the wa©l 
(or ’ittiṣāl) and the binā’. The Arab grammarians noted that this cohesion 
becomes looser and looser as we pass from one level of analysis to the one 
above (see among others the ªarh of al-Rummāni, II, 86 R and 59V). Thus as 
far as the level of lexie is concerned, this involves only “waṣl” which is a simple 
concatenation (juxtaposition without effect). The expansion which appear in the 
pattern are merely concatenated; their disappearance never affects the lexie in 
which they appear, which keeps its status as a lexies as long as the head remains. 
This alternation with zero which does not affect the lexie is also found at the 
level of the syntactic peripherals which are also expansions. This kind of simple 
concatenation is not realised at the level of lexemes (internal to the kalima which 
is analysable into root and pattern) or at the level of the syntactic kernel, as we 
shall see below; in these two cases we have a very strong cohesion which is called 
binā’. Here we have a construction involving the integration or combination of 
two or more elements within the same structure; this is true of the elements 
of the kalima which are integrated into the pattern which generates it. This is 
proved by the fact that the deletion of any one of the components destroys the 
whole unit: mukrim-*krim (or at least, in some rare cases,  it causes the pattern 
to change: tafa‘ala - fa‘ala). There also exist intermediate levels where the wa©l 
is not as loose but where at the same time the binā’ is not as strict.  This happens 
where we have agglutination of the kalim (in this case we talk of ḍamm): the 
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markers of the feminine, the dual and the plural are linked to the nouns as in a 
binā’, but they can disappear without breaking up the unit.

As far as the level above that of lexie is concerned, it will be noted first of all 
that the units found there are not the result of simply combining lexies. Neither 
the lexie nor the kalima constitutes the minimal unit at this level. Moreover, the 
relations between the elements at this level are quite different.

With regard to the sequences of lexies attested in speech:

(1) # ‘Abdullāhi qā’imun # and (2) # qā’imun ‘Abdullāhi # 1), Sībawayh 
claims that there is binā’ between these two lexies and not a simple waṣl, which 
is correct since the deletion of one of the two lexies (without reference to context) 
destroys the unit. It will be noted, besides, that the same strings can be found in 
larger strings: (3) # Inna ‘Abdullāhi qā’imun # (4) # kāna ‘Abdullāhi qā’iman # 
(2). It is clear that (3) and (4) derive from (1) by ziyāda or adjunction of  “Inna” 
and of  “kāna”.

Given that there is the same relation of binā’ between these lexies, and since 
(3) and (4) derive from (1), it is possible to draw the correspondance between  
them term by term:

(1)  #  Æ ‘Abdullƒhi qƒ’imun #
(2)  #  inna ‘Abdullƒhi qƒ’imun #
(4)  #  kƒna ‘Abdullƒhi qƒ’iman #                  (7)

It will be noted that the elements occupying the left most column (at the 
beginning of the strings) seem to be related to the inflections contained within 
the lexies. This relationship is rightly considered by the Arab grammarians as 
government (‘amal) (8). The governing elements in fact determine the inflectional 
markers of the governed elements. This allows as to compose this set to another 
sequence of lexies containing a verbal lexie: (5) # ḍaraba ‘Abdullāhi ‘Amran 
# 

(9) where “ḍaraba” similarly functions as a governing element (and where 
‘Abdullāh is considered as the subject (fā‘il) of the verb (fi‘l) “ḍaraba”). It will 
be noted on the other hand that, as opposed to the other strings, (1) involves the 
zero expression of the governing element, and it is this zero expression which  
the grammarians call ibtidā’.

On the other hand, the same grammarians raised an important point, namely 
that there exists one element among these governed which can never be 
anteposed to its governing element:  this is the element governed with regard to 
na©b (mark a) by those of the class “inna”, and for raf‘ (mark u) by those of the 
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class “kāna” and “ḍaraba”, in other words all the items which appear in second 
position in this set. With regard to the binƒ’ required by the zero expression of 
the governing element this is the mubtada’, that is the item governed by zero 
(= al-‘ārī ‘an¢ l-‘awāmil al laf¼iyya) 3) which corresponds to the term which 
cannot be anteposed. The item obligatorily governed in postposition is what 
Sībawayh calls “awwal mā tašġalu bihi al-‘āmil” (kitāb I, 245 and also 41) = the 
term which first “absorbs” the governing element. This subordination (order + 
dependence on what precedes) is simulated by Sībawayh by means of the strings 
we have just seen by: 

R (Syntactic governing element) → T1(term first governed, T2 (term governed 
second).

 Where only T, has to be placed after R in the sequence. In speech we can 
thus have the following variations: (R, T

1
, T

2
), (R, T

2
, T

1
), (T

2
, R, T

1
). We must 

however understand that the binā’ or structural integration of one element with 
another is not between R and T

1
, but between the ordered pair (R –T

1
) and T

2
. 

It will be noted that this ordered pair can be found alone, without T
2
, in speech 

(as in # qāma ‘Abdullāhi # or # qumtu # (I go up). Finally, be content of these 
entities must be interpreted at the level of case as well; in R we must have either 
zero or what is called an exponent verb, such as “kāna”, which is a true temporal 
exponent, or a non-verbal exponent of the class of “inna” (the corroborative 
particle): layta (wish), la‘alla (expectation), Ka’anna (comparison), etc., or a 
non-exponent verb, Such as “†araba”. The content of R in fact determines the 
case content of the governed terms. Thus, if R = Æ ,T

1 
necessarily contains a 

mubtada’(10)  which is at the formal level the name given to the  content of T
1
, 

but which at the level of case can be interpreted as the subject of a ¡abar, the 
latter, which is the content of T

2
 in this kind of structure, being interpretable as 

the item carrying information about the term assumed which is the content of T
1
. 

If R = exponent (verbal or otherwise), the kernel of the  string does not change 
since these exponents are assigned to it as such. We talk only of “ism and ¡abar 
of kāna or ’inna” = noun and ¡abar governed by these exponents. Finally, if 
R= non-exponent verb, we obtain a string which, although homologous to the 
preceding one, nevertheless has its own properties. T

1
 must then have a subject 

(fƒ‘il) and T
2
 an object complement (maf‘ūl), T

2
 then being liable to delete.

It has been possible to object that since # qāma #‘Abdullāhi # (= A got up) 
and # ‘Abdullāhi qāma # have the same meaning, it should therefore be permitted 
to antepose T

1
 to R (their content here being subject and verb fā‘il, fi‘il). Several 
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arguments have been put forward in response to this objection, the main point of 
which can be summarised as follow. (Mubar., Muqta†ab, IV, 128): 

“There exists a position or maw†i‘ after the verb which can be occupied only 
by its subject. Now a maw†i‘ cannot be eliminated; it can simply be left empty. 
This is clearly shown in the following pairing: 

# ‘Abdullƒhi qƒma Æ #   =        ’A. he got  up

# ‘Abdullƒhi qƒma ’a¡¹h¹ #   =        ’A. his brother got up

This same alleged subject at the grammatical level is capable of being 
governed by another element, so there exists a maw†i‘ preceding this type of 
string which is here empty.

# Æ ‘Abdullƒhi  qƒma # = ‘A. , he got up

# ra’aytu ‘Abdallƒhi  qƒma # = I saw ‘A. get up

‘Abdullāhi is thus mubtada’ and not fā‘il in the first string. 

The formula (R®T
1
) T

2
 (where the arrow linking T

2
 to the ordered pair 

indicates the binā’ dependency) constitutes, in fact, a true generative pattern 
capable of characterising all the kinds of syntactic kernels (we shall see below that 
there exist other syntactic elements which are external to this kernel). Thus there 
exists at the level above the lexie a pattern generating items where all the constants 
of the lower levels are transformed into variables abstraction of the content of 
the elements and abstraction of inter lexical ordering, with the exception of the 
ordering governing element of binā’ ® subordinate element (without which we 
would have complete indeterminacy at the formal level). Thus, the formula we 
have just examined makes it possible to limit considerably the possible syntactic 
combinations. Let us take the string: #  ḍarab ‘Abdullāhi‘Amran #. It seems to us 
aberrant to examine all the possible combinations of the three segments (given 
that we are at a level above that of the combinations of kalim). We are thus 
forced to take into consideration this important fact noted by the Arabs, namely 
that a syntactic governing element always subordinates a term, and to  and of 
first and second governed terms in these constituents.

As will be seen below, these syntactic entities may also receive as content 
from the lower level not only lexies but also signifying segments and even 
syntactic units from their own level, namely the formula (R®T

1
) T

2
 itself. All 

these units form which incorporates them E.g.: See the following table:
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R
1
= signifying segment T

1
T

2
Outside binƒ’ 

# Kƒna ـــــــــــ Zayd    un qƒ‘im    an #
# Kun- tu   ــــــ ـــــــــــــــــــــــــ qƒ‘im    an #

# †araba ـــــــــــ Zayd      un ‘Amr    an #

# †arab- ـــــــــــــــــــــــــ      tuـــــــــ  ‘Amr    an #

# a‘®ƒ ـــــــــــ Zayd      un ‘Amr    an ±awban

R
2     

= R, T
1

T
2

T
3

# Ÿasiba ×ƒlidun Zayd    an qƒ’iman

# Ÿasibtu Zayd      an qƒ’iman

R
3    

= R, T
1
, T

2
T

3
T

4

# a‘lama  ×ƒlidun  Bakran Zaydan qƒ’iman (11)

# a‘lamtu         Bakran Zaydan qƒ’iman

We ought also to point out that such a formula which is dependent on a level 
of abstraction higher than that of the lexie and the signifying segment is not 
necessarily bound to a stratum materially higher than that of the other units. In 
fac, there is syntax even within lexies and even in the kernel of the lexie; thus 
# ḍarabtuhū # (I hit him) is certainly a (verbal) lexie (12) but it is analysable as 
(R®T

1
) = †arabtu and T

2
 = h¹ and constitutes at this level of abstraction a purely 

syntactic structure (13).

Another important observation: the positional variations in the content of T
1
 

and T
2
 are very wide – and this is a fundamental difference between this level 

and the lower ones - but they are subject to certain constraints. Thus, when 
the case inflections appear in the verbal sequence (for phonetic reasons) the 
sequence is fixed (R¾ T

1
, T

2 
).  On the other hand, the nature of R’s content may 

also fix the positions of T
1
 and T

2
 this happens with items belonging to the class 

of “inna”. These are invariable exponents with regard to their internal structure
consider only the status of governing element (‰ayr mutamakkin or mutaṣarrif); 
according to the Arab grammarians this implies the fixing of the position of 
T

1
, which must not be separated from R, except if T

2
 contains a complement of 

place or time (¼arf). 

 

Binƒ’
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On the same level with regard to the role played by the contents of these 
syntactic entities, but one concerned with case, it is worth noting this observation 
by Sībawayh: “Bear in mind that the mubtada’ absolutely requires that the /  
content of the / its own / or constitute a spatial location”. (kitāb, I, 278). The 
author means that when in the earlier formula R= Æ, or exponent (formula of 
ibtidƒ’), the content of T

2
 must necessarily have the same referent as T

1
 or 

refer to a place where the referent of this content is to be found E.g.: #‘Abdullāh 
qā’imun ¹ and ¹ ‘Abdullāhi fī dārihī ¹ (‘A. is at home). But this does not apply 
to the string where R= non-exponent verb.

In the same connection, it will similarly be noted that S¢bawayh and those 
who have understood him well have carefully refrained form drawing a parallel 
between this structure and its interpretation at the communicative level. As 
will be seen; Sībawayh deals with what he calls isnād‚ which is the minimal 
relation which must hold between a musnad (topic or subject) and a musnad 
ilayh (comment or predicate) for a “Kalām musta‰n¢ (complete sentence) to 
be realised. Now the only possibility for drawing a parallel between these two 
dimensions is at the level of the string R Æ, e — T

1
‚ T

2
 (where e = exponent). In 

fact‚ it happens that T
1
 and T

2
 in this structure can be interpreted as “musnad” 

and “musnad ’ilayh”‚ but this is not always and necessarily a term-by-term 
correspondence: the mubtada’ and mabn¢ alayh (T

1
 and T

2
 in the previous 

formula)‚ formal syntactic elements‚ are not always interpreted as subject and 
predicate (a very common case:  #‘alā Zaydin daynun #: Z. has a debt). On the 
other hand‚ many lexies can function as sentence (# darabtu #  Zaydan #‚ # ṣah 
#(hush !)‚ etc.) and on the contrary many binƒ’-s extend beyond the minimal 
utterance through the presence of maf 

‘ūl which is necessary for there to be binā’, 
but not necessary for there to be isnƒd (relation of subject to predicate). 

Nuclear and Peripheral Elements

Until now we have dealt only with the fundamental syntactic structures and 
variations in their content. But as we have said, there also exists an extranuclear 
component at this level. It is worth noting that here again there are units which 
function as determinants in consideration of the content of the kernel (R, T

1
, T

2
), 

indeed in more or less the same way as the interlexical determinants, that is the 
zawƒ’id or expansions which appear- in fixed positions nonetheless - to the right 
and the left of the kernel of the lexie.

A syntactic determinant is added in the verbal sequence to the kernel, which 
can be reduced to R® T

1
; what then prevents it from being confused - formally 
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speaking- with T
2
? S¢bawayh replied to this by observing that only the ¡abar 

(content of T
2
 in the ibtidā’ formula) and the maf ‘ūl (content of T

2
 in the formula 

(R® T
1
) T

2 
can sbstitute themselves, as such, to the mubtada’) for the first and 

to the fā‘il in the second. Thus the subject of the verb can give way to the 
complement which acquires in this maw†i‘ a status equivalent to the subject of 
the verb:  

R T
1

T
2

# †araba Zaydun ‘Amran # (Z. hit ‘Amr)
# †uriba ‘Amrun # (‘Amr was hit) (14)

  The first of these determinants is the complement of manner (al-Ÿƒl). This 
addition as such, can in no way be substituted for the content of T

1
, in the way 

that the maf‘¹l can (see kitāb, I , 20):

R T
1

T
2

Determinent
# †arab - tu — ‘Abdallƒhi qƒ’iman  # (15)

# †uriba - ‘Abdullƒhi —— qƒ’iman  #

The same is true of the item “munṭaliqan” in a string like: # hāḏā ‘Abdullāhi  
munṭaliqan # (16). This element is no longer the ¡abar (content of T

2
 in the ibtidā’ 

formula) of the string from which this expression derives, namely: # ‘Abdullāhi 
munṭaliqun # 

(17) but a lexie with respect to ḥāl (the ¡abar is transformed into 
a determinant and thus transfered outside the kernel). Sībawayh claims in this 
connection that the maf ‘ūl in the previous example (‘Abdallāhi) and the ¡abar 
in this example (‘Abdullāhi) constitute an obstacle between the  ḥāl (= qā’iman, 
mun®aliqan) and the verb or “hāḏā” (see kitāb I, 20, 57, 260).

Another determinant, called “tamyīz” (specifying) following Sībawayh, 
functions like the ḥāl; in both cases there is a mawḍi‘ which separates the 
position of the governing element and that of the determinant, and prevents the 
latter from being confused with the element which occupies it. But there is a 
difference of size between these two determinants: the tamyīz can be governed, 
like the ḥāl by a syntactic governing element(18) but it can also be governed by 
the lexie: noun + item functioning in the mawḍi‘ of the tanwīn, or by inflexible 
terms equivalent to this lexie (e.g, kam = how many ?).
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——   NOMINAL LEXIE  ¾¾®

Kernel of lexie

  
ú

  +  
í

Intralexical 
determinent

ð

Extralexical 
tamy¢z 
determinent

ḫƒtamu  —— n ——

 

fi††atan 

ḫƒtamu  fi††atin ————

‘ iªr¹ —— na —— dirhaman

ak±aru ——hum—  malƒn

mi±lu —— h¹—— quwwatan (19)

——kam—— kitƒban

As can be seen, there is an intermediate level between that where the 
determinants of the syntactic kernel are found and that where the expansions or 
specific determinants of the lexical kernel are found(20).

The other syntactic determinants are the complements called “maf‘¹l 
ma‘ah”(of accompaniment), the “maf‘ūl lah (of cause), the “maf‘ūl muṭlaq 
(corroborative or specifying process), the maf‘ūl f¢h or ¼arf (of time or place) 
and the mustaṯnā governed in the naṣb (marks exception).

we will notice, as the Arab grammarians finaly did, that the determinants 
which are peripheral to the syntactic kernel are all governed in the na©b (here 
mark a). This mark seems to differentiate them formally from the elements 
which function within the kernel. The naṣb, however, is not enough to establish 
this distinction in certain cases, such as the content of T

2
, which can receive 

the naṣb (maf‘ūl and ḫabar of kāna). It is in fact, as Sībawayh has noted, the 
potential presence of the content of T

1 
which makes this distinction possible. The 

naṣb seems rather to be a distinctive element for any element which is not indeed 
in a minimal lexie (as a component) and does not have the same reference as the 
kernel of this lexie (huwa ġayruhū walaysa min ismihī, Kitāb I, 276).

The Phenomena of Recursiveness 

The ism(21) has as its primary positions the mawḍi‘-s where the items are 
governed. Conversely, an item governed by another can only be an ism in its aṣl. 
This said, there exist some structures where the governed  terms are constituted 
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by verbal lexies. These series then have the status of an ism, and this happens 
both at the interlexical level and within the lexie, as we shall see. Sībawayh 
claims in this connection that the verb in the imperfect receives the mark u when 
it occupies one of the ism positions which he lists as follows: 1. position of 
mubtada’ (T

1
 in /Æ  ® T

1
 /); 2. that of mabn¢ ‘alƒ al-mubtada’ (T

2 
in / Æ ® T

1
, 

T
2   

/
  
); 3. that of the last maf 

‘ūl in strings resulting from the ibtidƒ ’. (Ti 2 in / R
ve  

® T
1 
, T

2   
, T

i 2  
/ 4. that of Ÿƒm ( Dh in/ R; T

1 
,T

2 
, Dh  /); 5. that of  the adnominal 

complement ( intralexical position  ð); 6. that of  the qualifier (intralexical 
position ® õ). Some examples will serve to illustrate these embeddings: 

Structures embedded in T
2  

and Dh:

R Æ T
1

T
2

Dh

                                          R T
1

T
2

R T
1

T
2

#   Æ                  zaydun ya-q¹lu Æ ‡ƒk#

# sami‘- tu  - zaydan ya-q¹lu Æ ‡ƒka #

Structures embedded in ð and õ:

ú í ð õ

# yawm

# ra-Šul

R T
1

T
2

R

#

a

u

ya-q¹lu Æ ‡ƒka #

ya-q¹lu Æ ‡ƒka            ¾¾  n  ¾¾¾

These embedded syntactic units, however, to be recognised as such, that 
is, functioning as asmā’ (plural of ism), need to be linked to the central element 
of the embedding string(22) by means of a duplication of this element in the form 
of a pronoun (ḍamīr called rābiṭ = connector). This is the case in: # Zaydun,  ya-
qūlu abūhu ḏāka # (23) where “abūhu occupies the mawḍi‘ of Æ in the example 
cited above (Æ is in fact the marker of the 3rd person singular).

There also exists another kind of embedding which is done by means of an 
integration element; this element forms, with the syntactic unit it incorporates, 
a string which can occur in mawdi‘-s reserved for governed terms, namely the 
asmā’. These integrators are, in the ‘Arabiyya, “‘an” and “mā”, specific to 
units with a verbal kernel, and “’anna” which integrates only structures whit a 
nominal kernel.
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E.g.

R T
1  

or
   
T

2
T

2
 or

 
T

1

¡if    —

’ur¢du

a‘ Šaba-

Int R T
1

tu

Æ

-n¢

an

an

mƒ

ya-¡ruŠa

’a ¡ruŠa

©ana‘  -

Zaydun

Æ

-ta
(24)

Given that these embedded strings have the status of an ism , they will 
therefore have, at the level of the code, the status of a verbal substantive (maṣdar: 
’an aḫruǧa ↔ ḫurūǧī). Another integrator: “Kay” (which marks the object) can 
substitute for “’an”. The whole being thus nominalised (® a nominal lexie) can 
thus be preceded by prepositions. Two of these prepositions by their frequency 
even lead to the dropping of “’an”(which remains present to all intents and 
purposes: muḍmara).

We can note here that “’anna” transforms the syntactic unit into a string 
having the status of a maṣdar.

Another kind of integrator is the relative al-lad¢ and its derivatives, as 
well as “man”, “mā”, and “ayy”. It has been noticed that it can be found 
in all  the positions of ism (because the string it forms with the series it 
integrates does not have the status of a maṣdar).

These embedded syntactic units constitute an indivisible whole with 
the element which incorporates them, and behave like nominal lexies. The 
same is true, moreover, of the units embedded in the six positions of the 
verb. They cannot be anteposed or have any effects on the items which 
precede them. Nor is it possible to insert into them  an element external to 
them, whether preceding or following.

A recursion by duplication of items rather than by embedded of syntactic 
units (called iṭalā) consists either in repeating the item contained in the same 
mawḍi‘ (multiplication of its content 

(25) or in diving the mawḍi‘ itself into 
two. In the first case we have what is called “išrāk” (later ’aṭf nasaq) which 
corresponds to coordination in the European languages, or “ta‘ addud”, which 
is a multiplication by simple juxtaposition, and which can occur only in the six 
verbal positions listed above. In the second case we have a redundancy which 
has to mitigate the unfavorable conditions of commuication and which is realised  
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in the form of “tawkīd”or reinforcement through repetition or through the use 
of certain specific items or of “bayān” (‘aṭf bayān = clarification).The “badal” 
which results is also a restatement or supplementary information (~ appositive).

Super-Government

There exist some function-words which can occur at the beginning of sequences 
having the structure R, T

i
, D, which suggests the existence of mawḍi‘-s outside 

this structure. On the other hand, it has been noticed that the space occupied by an 
item may correspond to series of n mawḍi‘-s. This is the case with the interrogative 
“hal” which indeed seems to cover more than one mawḍi‘, since it cannot be 
substituted for its homologue “’a” in expressions like “’a lam taḫruǧ”, ’a sa-
yaḫruǧu”, “a in ḫaraǧtu ‘āqabtanī”,(26). Moreover, “in” is itself not substituable 
for “ sa -”,which suggests that “hal ” covers three mawḍi‘-s, its own and those of 
these two particles. The same is true of the negative exponent “mā”. It cannot 
be substituted for any of the elements which alternate alone with “a”, “lam” or 
“sa” and “in”. Now “lam” and “sa-” are elements internal to the verbal lexie 
(hence always to R). The same is true of “inna”, this element cannot substitute 
for the interrogative “’a” alone, but for the series which includes. R iteself 
{’a+lam/ in…+R} and which is equivalent to {hal +R}. The Arab grammarians 
also observed that the order of the two mawḍi‘-s (which have to contain a on the 
hand the other particles on the other) -which we shall label in our metalanguage 
α  and b - is always fixed, that no item can be inserted into them with respect 
to R, T, or D, and that the α position constitutes, besides, the limit beyond which 
no item located in the preceding or following sequence can be moved by ante- 
or postposition. This means that no item located in front can be governed by α 
governing syntactic element introduced by α. Hence the name “ḥurūf al- ibtidā’ 
or ḥurūf mubtada’a which is given to the exponents appearing in α, where ibtidā’ 
has the meaning “position of complete non-dependence on what precedes, and 
which can be replaced by the term ©adr (al kalām)= absolutely initial, to avoid 
the ambiguity of the first term (which also designates the position of R Æ) 

(27).
As for the b position, it is the mawḍi‘ where there is alternation of exponents 

which introduce two syntactic units, between which is established a 
dependency called “ta‘līq”, which al- Ḫalīl compared to that established 
between (R®T

1
) and T

2.
. The “ta‘līq is thus a kind of binā’, but tocated 

at a higter level. In both cases we have: 1, an ibtidā’ or position of grammatical 
non-dependence of (R, T

1
) and position of absolute non-dependence (= to the 

second power (of b, R); Z, an obligatory postposition of the first governed term 
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in relation to the exponent(28). Symbolising the two series by þ
1 ,

þ
 2
  and (α,b,) by 

R, we get the formula:

R þ
1

þ
 2

α, b ([R®T
1 
] Ti 

> 1
 ± D)

1   
([R®T

1
] Ti ˃1± D)

 2
 

The Arab grammarians’ conception of more abstract initial structuring 
position makes it possible to transcend  the fundamental but partial formulas of 
the level where government of R occurs by showing this more abstract structuring 
effect, which is the super-government of R and the indirect super-government  
of the elements governed by R.

The mawḍi‘ Â is interpreted, at the level of the code, as an illocutionary 
position. But the Arab grammarians here esthablished differences based on 
the primitive (aṣl) or secondery (far‘) nature of the denotations. Thus certain 
sememes denoted by these exponents are more primitive then others; the most 
primitive are precisely those which are marked excluvisely in α, namely the 
assertive ( ḫabar) and the simple interrogative which derives from it. The 
corresponding marks are Æ and ’a. These two have, in turn, two degrees of 
redundancy: insistent assertion and interrogation marked respectively by ² lā 
-²or ²  inna² (or the two) and by ²  hal². Opposed to the semantic feature of 
assertion as derived features, are the simple and complex interrogative and all 
the other semantic features belonging to the category called ṭalab (postulative): 
order, wish, expectation, etc. However, this is not simple; "hal", in fact extends 
beyond α and covers b and the intralexical mawḍi‘ Ú specific to the verbal lexie, 
in other words a part of R, since it not compatible with the elements that appear 
in this position (lam, lan, etc.). The same is true of ²mƒ²  which  however does 
not cover α since it can be preceded by ²’a ².  There are also items which extend 
far beyond their exponent mawḍi‘ to include mawḍi‘-s which are far from the 
term governed in T

1
 or T

2
, that is an ism. Such are the markers of 

the complex interrogative: ²man² =  who, ²mā²  =  what  ²’ayna²  = where, 
²matā²= when, etc., for they include, as well as the interrogative feature, that 
of the object ism or ism-¼arf, and must for this reason have a function at the 
level of case: subject, object complement, complement of place, etc. In the part 
of R which is bounded by the initial part of the verbal lexie (which can occur 
there) function exponents which are similarly ranked into aṣl and furū‘. Thus the 
most primitive semantic features marked (necessarily by Æ)  in this position are 
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affirmation (V. negation) and temporal indeterminacy (V. present, past, futrure) 
. Finally in the b position we have the semantic features ²conditional² and 
²hypothetical² (V. the primitive features: non-conditional or non-hypothetical), 
which imply, as we have seen, a second string, which is at the level of code, its 
logical consequence. The primitive feature found immediately after Æ is marked 
by ²in² = if and ²law² (if). The derived features are created from it, as for the 
postulative, by the incorporation of additional features (the same exponents that 
serve as interrogatives can function as exponents here ²man² = whoever, ayna 
(mā) = wherever, etc.). See p. 43 a sample of the matrix which incorporates 
these denoters.

The notion of the overlapping or blocking of several mawḍi‘-s has 
considerable explanative value since it makes it possible to account first of all for  
the correspondance betweeen sequences (=Harris’s transformations) which are 
not clear or dot not appear at all the verbal string, and secondly for the numerous 
fixed positions. On the other hand, it is absolutely necessary - as a component at 
the phrase level - for the notion of a ranking of the other axis into primitive and 
secondary items. The Arab grammarians used these two notions (which cannot 
be separated) to explain the fact that certain items can modify the inflectional 
marker of the term they govern, while others cannot. In the framework we have 
just described, to have such an effect an element must, according to the rules, 
(taqdīran) occupy a maw†i‘ which is  syntagmatically anterior (R in relation 
to T1, for example) and paradigmatically posterior (second rather than first.  
Cf. the primitive and secondary features above). Thus ²lam² and ² lan ² as 
exponents of the verb have an effect on its inflection because they both contain 
two secondary features: negation + past, negation + future. Al-Rumānī explains: 
²Given that ²safwa² modifies the verb from only one point of view, its presence 
alone suffices; as for the other elements, given that they modify the verb from 
two points of view, their introduction is not enough - a supplementary marker 
is required for this feature which is likewise supplementary ² (Šarḥ, III , 91 V.).

5. The lexical level
We shall say a few words about this level since we have already talked about 

the pattern and root of the kalima. 
For al-Ḫalīl evreything begins, at this level, by the possible combinations of 

ḥurūf -phonemes: "The language of the Arabs², he tells us, ² is entirely based on 
four kinds of combinations: binary, triliteral, quadriliteral and quinquiliteral… 
The binary kalima has two possibilities for variation Q/C and D/Q. The triliteral 
has six and is called ²masdūsa² (= hexatropic group) DRB/BRD/BDR/RDB/
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RBD. The quadriliteral has twenty-four possible variations. In fact, the product 
of the number of ḥurūf contained in this kalima and the number of possibilities 
for variation. In fact, the product of the number of its ḥurūf  and that of the 
variations of the quadriliteral, 5x24, is indeed 120²(kitāb al-‘Ayn, I, 66). al-
Ḫalīl not only establishes the formula for calculating all the possibilities for 
permutation between the kalim constituents, or factorial of n ḥurūf , but also 
had the good idea of representing- whit the aim of operating on sings - all these 
permutations in a diagram, namely a double-sided circle (cycle). The kitāb al-
‘Ayn conceived by  al-Ḫalīl was thus to present an exhaustive list of the roots 
involved in these combinations and to give an interpretation according to the 
language’s code, specifying the existential status of each combination (muhmal 
= non- existent/ musta‘mal = existing in actual use) and the list of all the kalim 
deriving from it. 

The combinatory rules for roots are completed and considerably limited- 
by those for the patterns of kalim, which are by this fact truly fixed models. 
More than 1200 have been counted, but they do not exceed 300 if the hapax 
are exluded. The qisma, or combinations for the triliteral ism(29) involves 12 
patterns; the problem amounts to linking each state of C1 (f) with a state of C2 
(‘), which is equivalent to obtaining the cartesian product of {f}= {a ,i , u } by 
{‘}= {a , i , u , Æ }.

It will be noted that the ‘Arabiyya  has retained only 10 patterns specific to 
the ism for the primitive triliteral, and 5 and 4 patterns for the two other kinds 
of ism.

6. Distortions of Discourse and Causal Explanation.

As we saw earlier, the waḍ‘, code and structure in actual usage or isti‘māl, 
suffer distortions which, when they become the predominant usage, need to be 
explained. The first grammarians talked of “‘illa”; this is the cause of a deviation 
in the behaviour of an item when compared to the behaviour of the structured 
whole to which it belongs (or the pattern which characterises it). In other words it 
is a factor of disorder or imbalance for a qiyās-bāb. This ‘illa takes as its starting 
point the spontaneous manipulations or lapses of speakers in realising these 
qiyās, lapses themselves due to the fact that they are subject to other constraints, 
other rules, physiological, psychological or social. The situations where ‘illa-
distortions are frequent are those Sībawayh calls “sa‘at al-kalām” or free use of 
poetic code or established usage. In the first case the reason invoked is mainly 
“istiḫfāf or ḫiffa” (as opposed to istiṯqāl, ṯiqal); this according to Ibn Ǧinnī, is 
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“ the tendency to seek out what is not felt to be costly and to avoid what is 
not” (Ḫaṣā’iṣ, I, 162-163. This is for him “the principle of principles”). This 
tendency towards economy is of course at work at the level of expression or 
the type of oral presentation of the Koran which is called “ḥadr”(as opposed 
to tartīl), characterised by a speed of delivery which leads to a considerable 
reduction in articulatory activity. In syntax, ¡iffa like ‘illa appears in ellipses. 
But, it may happen that an economical realisation which existed only at this 
level becomes generalised and even comes to constitute the only accepted 
usage. It is on these grounds that attempts are often made to explain (ta‘līl) 
forms which form qiyās but which are deviant for more primitive qiyās such 
as “bā‘a”, “qāma”, whose bāb is almost homogeneous, but which ought to 
have been 

*
 baya‘a and 

*
 qawama which are predicted by the original system 

(synchronically speaking). As for the idiomatic expressions called “’amṯāl”(30), 
their very high frequency of occurrence is invoked. They are ranked with poetry, 
which allows considerable distortions (cf. poetic licence) because it is intended 
to be circulated. The principle of economy is opposed to a contrary principle 
which is that of “amn al-labs” or avoidance of ambiguity.
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Â                                            þ
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R,  T
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2
  ±  D

V1 V2 V3 N. régis

Æ ــــــــ Æ ــــــــ ـــــــ Æ Zaydun mun®aliqun ..#

Æ ـــــــ ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــlaysaــــــــــــــــــــــــــ Zaydun mun®aliqƒn fa-’an®aliqa..#

Æ ــــــــ ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــmƒــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ Zaydun mun®aliqƒn ..# ”(30)

’a ــــــــ Æ ـــــــــ ــــــــ Æ Zaydun mun®aliqun ..#

’a ــــــــ mƒ ـــــــــ ــــــــ Æ Zaydun mun®aliqun ..#

’a ــــــــ ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــlaysaــــــــــــــــــــــــ Zaydun mun®aliqƒn ..¹

hal Æ Zaydun mun®aliqun fa-’an®aliqa..#
’a ــــــــ Æ ــــــــ Æ ¡araga Zaydun ..#

hal †araba Zaydun ‘Amran ..#

’inna Zaydun mun®aliqun ..#

layta Zaydun ya-n®aliqu ..#

Æ lƒ kitƒba fa-aqra’a..#
Æ ــــــــ Æ ــــــــ Æ kƒna Zaydun mun®aliqan ..#

Æ ’in ــــــــ ــــــــ ــــــــ kƒna Zaydun mun®aliqan ’intalaqtu..#

’a ’in lam ــــــــ ya-qum Zaydun ‘ƒqabtuh¹..#

Æ law ــــــــ Ša’a Zaydan la-’akramtuh¹..#

ــــــــــــــــــــــــhallaـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ Ša’a Zaydun 
fa-’ukrimah¹..#

la- in ــــــــ ــــــــ ــــــــ ta-†rib Æ ‘Amran ’a†ribka..#

ــــــــ ــــــــ ــــــــ ’i†rib ـــــــــــــ Æ ‘Amran ..#
ــــــــ ــــــــ lƒ ta-†rib ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ Æ ‘Amran ..#

ــــــــ la- ’a¡ruŠanna ــــــــــــــ Æ ..#

i†ribanna’ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ ــــــــــــــ Æ ‘Amran ..#

Æ law lƒ ــــــــ ــــــــ Æ Zaydun (’i†mƒr) la-halaktu..#

… ... ... ... ... ... ... … … (31) 

This is used to explain why certain omissions are not made in certain cases: 
such is the case with the verbal lexie in “li-yuḍrab Zayd!” (may Zayd be hit), for 
here there is no way of distinguishing the second person from the third.

Some other principles (’uṣūl) are also invoked, first, the structural levelling 
of a bāb which has undergone distortion at the phonetic (or other) level, to 
prevent the bāb from being made of disparate elements. This is in fact analogical 
rebuilding. Thus in verbs of the class of “ya-zid”, the first radical which is a 
-w- is dropped in the third person, because it is between a y and ī (phonetic ‘illa), 
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but this ‘illa has spread to all persons.

Two other principles concern errors of manipulation (ġalaṭ or tawahhum) 
and the interference of regional variants. The first case concerns the “mistakes” 
made by native speakers in handling, the qiyās. This “error” can be the act of one 
individual (accidental or not), and is then called ḫaṭā’(inaccuracy); but it may be 
indespread (it is then called “luġa”) or even the only form accepted. It will thus 
be noted that the “ġalaṭ” is not in itself an error, but a usage which originates 
from a mistake. Usually it involves an alignment which is not necessarily implied 
by any isoschemism. For example,“muṣība” was felt to exhibit the pattern 
“fa‘īla”, so its plural has been formed as “maṣā’ib” on the basis of this singular.

7. Formalisation of Causality and Free Variation of the Waḍ‘

The Concept of Causal Taqdīr
The Arab grammarians also tried to formalise their explanations of 

distortions by trying to incorporate all these intuitive causes into a system of 
formal relations which could in turn be incorporated into the system of the qiyās. 
In fact, the ta‘l¢l or causal explanation in its formal aspect consists in opposing 
the form of an item which appears deviant in respect of its bāb to the form 
required by the qiyās of this bāb; that is, between an actual, observable form 
(ḏāhir al-lafḏ) and a potential form which is that which ought to appear. The 
actual item having another form in reality, we shall then talk of simulation and 
potentiality (tamṯīl and taqdīr). The formal explanation resides precisely in the 
reduction of these two entities to a single one. We consider, in fact, that there 
must exist between them relations of the same kind as those which combine, 
in the same pattern, items dependent on the same structured whole, namely the 
reversible transformations which are everywhere at work in the constitution 
and functioning of generative patterns. It is on the basis of these transformations 
that a pattern is established which is also a qiyās, but a pattern is established 
which is also a qiyās, but a qiyƒs which overlaps above both the form required by 
the intragrammatical qiyƒs and the form observed in use. The extragrammatical, 
or more precisely the ‘illa and its effect, are thus incorporated into the system of 
generative patterns of the language.

The taqdīr thus presupposes two operations which are not simple: first, the 
reconstitution of the aṣl muqaddar (the potential form), and second, the discovery 
and at the same time the elaboration of the transformations or implicational 
relations which link the potential aṣl to the observed form. This amounts to 
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setting up an aṣl and then comparing it to the reality in order to reduce one to 
the other.

The potential form is obtained thus: the actual items A, B, C necessarily 
appear in the  mawḍi‘-s specific to them. Now, these  mawḍi‘-s form a pattern 
which generates the forms that A.B.C must have. Thus the items kataba, fahima, 
karuma (write, understand, be generous) have the pattern fa‘xla (where x - a, i, 
u), which should in principle also characterise qāma, ḫāfa, ṭāla (get up, be afraid, 
be long). Now it is not possible to pair them directly. We therefore apply the 
combinatory rules for this kind of them, to obtain the primitive potential forms 
*qawama, * ḫawifa, and, *ṭawula. We then induce the transformation - relation 
(which can moreover be a series  often very complex transformation) which 
they have in the potential form, namely: second radical w/y ® long segment 
with the quality a. An example of a long and arduous series of transformations is 
that concerned with the plural form “ḫaṭāyā” which has as aṣl

* 
“ḫaṭāyī *” (Ibn 

Ǧinnī identifies six martaba-s or transformational stages here. See his Ḫaṣā’iṣ, 
III, 5) (32)

In fact, it is a matter of real sign calculation since it is possible that one or 
more of these forms resulting from transformations have never had any kind of 
existence and may even be unpronounceable. This is the case with  maqūwl, which 
originates from the aṣl *maqwūl, and which, through a series of transformations, 
must result in the observed form “maqūl”.

There are however, good reasons for clearly differentiating two kinds of 
taqdīr and consequently two kinds of ‘’transformations examined above: the 
derived forms on furū‘ derive from an a©l by a structural change and/or a phonetic 
or semantic addition to this aṣl. The transformations of this type (comparable to 
those of Harris) thus necessarily of taqdīr (here causal), the transformations 
simply have to coherently result in the observed form (the chomskyan type). In 
these conditions, the problem of deciding where the semantic and/or phonetic 
information necessary for interpretation is located does not arise in this 
framework of the naḥw.

When there is a deviation of usage at the level of the waḍ‘ -code, we do not 
talk of ‘illa but of ’ittisā‘ or free extension and variation. It is then no longer the 
naŸw which is concerned, but the balāġa, which is the study of individual use 
of the language. This is concerned with these derivations, but generally with 
the exploitation of the expressive potential of grammatical material  (ma‘ānī 
al-naḥw). This involves explaining, as ‘Abd al-Qāhir al-Ǧurǧānī observes, the 
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choice of a particular expression among all those allowed by the naḥw (Dalā’il, 
67-68) The Arab linguistics also took account of primitive semantic features. 
Considered as such are the meanings which are marked by a signifier (full or zero), 
in contrast to those which are obtained by extragrammatical indices, namely the 
dalālat al-ma‘nā (presupposition or implication). It is just this set of primitive 
meanings which constitutes the waḍ‘ -code. The study of the phenomena of 
ittisā‘, which are a regulated modulation of this code, will thus consist, for the 
linguist, in thoroughly examining this modulation by: 1. varying the respective 
contents of the positions: α, b and D and/or the expansions at the lexie level 
together with the order of the items, and 2. holding the content of the syntactic 
kernel constant, in order to obtain sets of utterances or utte-elements. He must 
also draw up a list of the relations established in actual utterances between these 
variations and the situations where they occur. The formal integration of these 
primitive relations will consist, as for the causal taqd¢r, in linking the situations 
and the observed forms by means of a potential element, namely the mawḍi‘-s 
where these actual forms occur and the generative pattern which follows from 
them. We then determine the a©l in this pattern by reducing to zero all the 
extra-nuclear content as well as the observed order. The aṣl is then linked to its 
furū‘ (which are here the expressive variants) by transformations; the latter in 
turn determine a wider code which is the expressive code of the language at a 
particular moment in its history.

8. The Axiomatisation of the NaŸw 

The formal system established by the naŸw is defined by four sets: the awḍā‘, 
the maqāyīs and the uṣūl and furū‘ implied by the maqay¢s. The ’awḍā‘ (plural of 
waḍ‘) are simply the terms or alfƒ¼: 1. the awḍā‘ al-naḥw which constitute the 
technical vocabulary or metalanguage of the ‘ilm al-‘Arabiyya (subdivided into 
am±ila or symbols conventionally chosen, e.g. fi‘l), and alqāb: ism, fi‘l, ḥarf, raf‘, 
naṣb, etc.) and 2. The awḍā‘ al-luǧa which are the specific items of the language. 
The maqāyīs constitute sets of combinatory rules. From the logical point of view, 
these are true deduction schemas. The series of awḍā‘ which are implied by these 
maqāyīs can be either u©¹l (plural of aṣl), that is, series from which other series 
can be deduced, and among which there are uṣūl which cannot be deduced, from 
any other a©l, or furū‘ which are the series which are deduced from the uṣūl. The 
set of operations needed 

to transform an aṣl into its different furū‘, through a number of stages called 
marātib, constitutes an ‘amal or calculation.
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Strictly speaking, the formal system of the naḥw is only represented (at 
each level) by the finite series of intragrammatical transformations or series of 
marƒtib (the latter are illustrated by the sign calculations called al-masā’il or 
masā ’il al-tamrīn). But it is felt that the system as such could not be represented 
or even constructed without calling upon something external to it, namely a 
language allowing the linguist to discuss it and elaborate on it.

In the calculations contained in the attempts at explanation, and in the masƒ’il, 
everything is conventional. The best proof of this lies in the fact that the a©l 
and the far‘ can be completely imaginary and have no counterpart in reality. The 
freedom thus gained by the linguist leads him to try all kinds of pattern and at 
this point to pay no attention to whether they exist or not. The formalised qiyƒs 
is thus completely cut off from intuition. It must even be cut off from the laws 
of reason, the only law of reason maintained there is coherence and the principle 
of non-contradiction (without which no rational knowledge is possible). This 
is what Ibn Ðinn¢ tries to show in a chapter entitled “on the mustaŸ¢l” (= the 
impossible or the absurd), in which he shows that the qiyƒs can relate even to 
premisses which are materially false, since what is retained is the hypothesis and 
the set of rules which are set up.

Arabic Phonetics 

Phonetics occupies a prime position for the ancient Arab linguists, particularly 
al- Ḫalīl and his pupil S¢bawayh. In their discussions, the question almost always 
arises of the influence of accidents in the stream of speech on the form of lexical 
units. In fact, phonetics intervenes at all the levels of description and explanation. In 
S¢bawayh’s  Kitƒb the description of the sound system of the ‘Arabiyya comes right 
at the end. Moreover, it forms a kind of introduction to his discussion concerning 
one of the important phenomena of combinatory phonetics which affects the system 
of the ‘Arabiyya,  namely the id‰ƒm or geminative contraction (33)

        - The level of Ÿur¹f
        - The concept of Ÿarf

The ḥarf, the kalima - and the kalām as a unit of communication - are the 
segmental units of the ‘Arabiyya (the last two of course comprising an underlying 
structure which is not identifiable with the segment as such).The kalima is the 
unit which appears in one of the positions contained in the lexie pattern. It is a 
meaningful segment whose minimal nature follows from the pattern in question 
and not from its content (which is minimal only in relation to it). The kalām is 
formed not only of kalim but of syntactic units which may contain kalim.
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The kalima is analysable into Ÿur¹f (plural of ḥarf). These are then segments 
of sound, but without meaning as such. On the other hand, the kalima can be 
formed of only one Ÿarf (the final-t in the 3rd person feminine singular of the 
verb, for example). But how can we get to the ḥarf ? In other words, by what 
objective criteria can it be delimited in space. On what basis did the Arabs finally 
manage to distinguish the Ÿur¹f and establish their system? Before answering 
these questions, it is first necessary to examine their very original conception of 
an articulatory dynamics based on the concepts of Ÿaraka and sukūn.                 

The Concepts of Ḥaraka and Suk¹n
 “We cannot”, declares al-Rummānī, “pronounce a ḥarf in isolation, but 

only concatenated (yū-ṣalu) with another ḥarf for concatenatory linking is in 
fact the a©l of kalām” (Šarḥ. V, f.23). Thus, the ḥarf has material existence only 
in a chain of ḥurūf; it can be realised only within a sequence. We can conclude 
from this that it constitutes a sequential element, a unit transitional in nature. 
This observation is very important since it constitutes the axiom on which all 
segmentation of the kalām is based.

The verbal non-autonomy of the ḥarf is moreover based on the still more 
primitive concept of the articulatory “idrāǧ” or “waṣl”, which is a sort of 
dynamic insertion. As we have said elsewhere, “the ḥarf is embedded among 
ḥurūf and develops in time through an aero-organic movement of sound, with 
which it is mingled and in which it is born and dies as a phase or sequential 
transition, leaving its place to another ḥarf without a break”.

On the “idrāǧ” (cf. the “darǧ al-kalām” = the chain of words) are based 
the concepts of ḥaraka and sukūn. The ḥaraka can be defined as the aerial, 
organic and usually acoustic movement or impulse which is required for a ḥarf 
to be produced in a continuum of sound. “The ḥaraka makes it possible for the 
ḥarf to be realised” claims al-Rummānī(šarḥ , V, p 15R); “the ḥarf followed 
by a ḥaraka implies the passage of this Ÿarf towards another ḥarf (Ibid., 22 V). 
The ḥaraka is thus, in this conception, an aero-organic impulse which makes 
possible the sequential articulation and consequently a transition to another ḥarf.

The passage to another Ÿarf implies a change of maḫraǧ or place of 
articulation. There is then, as Saussure describes it when talking of what he calls 
“explosion”, a relaxation of the organs (or an opening movement).

The sukūn is the state which contrasts with that of the ḥarf  mutaḥarrik (ḥarf 
+ ḥaraka): the Ÿarf is produced with a “closing” movement of the organs. This 
constitutes a halt in the movement of the ḥaraka: the latter thus necessarily 
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precedes the ḥarf sākin in order that this halt can be produced by means of an 
“implosive” obstruction of the vocal tract. The Ÿarf sƒkin can thus be described 
as implosive.

However, the ḥaraka is not the same as the vowel sound (which is always 
produced by an opening action of the organs) which can accompany it. This is 
proved by the fact that the ḥaraka can be the subject of an “Iḫtilās”, which is a 
rapid glide from one consonantal place of articulation to another in which this 
vowel sound is thereby made quite indistinct or even non-existent. Ibn Ǧinnī 
gives an example: “Šah-rramaḍān” where the case vowel which should follow 
the first r is completely non-existent. What remains is only the aero-organic 
impulse which underlies it (the two r’s do not constitute a geminate since what 
precedes is implosive)” (see Sirr al-Ṣinā‘a, I, 64-65). In this framework of 
ḥaraka/sukūn, al-Mubarrad (Ibn al-Sarraǧ’s teacher) states: “we can only begin 
(a sequence) with a ḥarf mutaḥarrik, just as we can only make a pause with a 
ḥarf sākin. If we asked someone to pronounce an /isolated/ ḥarf, we would have 
asked for something impossible… for/ that/ would be the same as asking him 
to produce a ḥarf mutaŸarrik and sākin at the same time!” (Muqtaḍab, I, 36). 
Similary, two ḥarf-s sākin cannot come together except at a pause (which brings 
in a supporting sound “ṣuwayt”) and when the first ḥarf is a long segment (Ÿarf 
madd) (see Ḫaṣā’iṣ, II, 328). We have published a study in which we propose to 
label these concepts kineme and zero kineme (state of taḥarruk = kinesic and its 
opposite akinesic). See al-Lisāniyyat, Algiers, 1971, Vol. 1, pp. 63-84).

The Delimitation and Inventory of Ḥurūf
From the purely articulatory point of view, “the Ÿarf constitutes the ultimate 

point where the cutting of the sound / in the organs of speech/ takes place” 
(Ibn Ǧinnī, Sirr al-Ṣinā‘a, I, 16). This “cutting” consists in an obstruction 
of the vibrating air coming from the larynx, an obstruction which “trims” or 
cuts out the amorphous sound to give it the acoustic form characteristic of the 
ḥurūf. The place or position of the organs producing the ḥarf is called “ma¡raŠ” 
and also “maqṭa‘” (and “madraŠ” by al- Ḫalīl). This term also functions as a 
verbal substantive and applies to the concrete realisation of the Ÿur¹f, hence the 
meaning of a variant realisation it also possesses (cf. ÐƒŸi¼, Bayān, I, 34).

It is obviously on the basis of the kalima, which we already know how to 
demarcate (thanks to the lexie pattern) that we reach the ḥurūf. The definition and 
demarcation are here, too, purely formal, since the starting point is again the laf¼. 
In fact, linguists consider as ḥarf any sound contained in a kalima which cannot 
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be realised in isolation without a prothetic element, if it is sākin, and without 
a supporting sound if it is mutaŸarrik. Such is the case with the realisation in 
isolation of the “k” of “laka” and the “b” of “i†rib”: # kan  # and  # ib # (Kitƒb 
II, 62). The prothetic element is that which occurs when a kalima begins with an 
akinesised Ÿarf (sƒkin) such as “(i)-mru’un” and “ (i) ±nƒni” (glottal stop + i); the 
supporting sound is generally the akinesised glottal -h which occurs in speech 
at a pause after an obligatorily kinesic Ÿarf. These elements are thus the marks 
of the minimal articulation. All the sounds possible within the kalim which are 
substitutable for these minimal units within the kalim, without causing them to 
lose the status of kalima, will also be considered as Ÿuruf (ta-qa‘u mawqi‘a …). 
On this basis the Arab linguists were able to draw up the inventory of all the 
sounds belonging to the ‘Arabiyya , in other words the set of kinds of variant 
heard from the lips of native speakers.

The Formal Characterisation of Ḥur¹f

al- Ḫalīl and S¢bawayh were able to demonstrate the full set of distinctive 
features of the Ÿur¹f - in the form of realisation schemas- by studying very 
closely co-articulation (and thereby observing the behaviour of the organs of 
speech), namely the phenomena of ibdƒl and id‰ƒm (mutation and geminative 
contraction), of Ÿa‡f (elision), of qalb /makƒn¢/ (metathesis), etc., in the 
framework of taqr¢b or idnƒ’ (assimilation) or its converse (ibdƒl li-’i¡tilƒf 
l-ḥarfayn)(34). On the other hand, the axis along which the places of articulation 
of the organs of speech are laid out is compared to a series of maw†i‘-s; each 
maw†i‘, thus becomes a place of alternation for the features which serve to 
distinguish the Ÿur¹f depending on this mawdi‘. The set of these maw†i‘-s, thus 
seriated, forms a true matrix, based this time on the articulatory substratum. The 
features have here similary been thought of in terms of ziyƒda or expansion, the 
distinctions established in each column are not achieved by a simple opposition 
but by successive additions, thus by transformations. This ziyƒda is here called 
fa†¢la.

In the matrix, we have first of all the conventionally least marked sounds, 
namely vowels, those which accompany the Ÿaraka and those which prolong these 
sounds, which are called Ÿur¹f al-madd. These “chronemes” are considered as 
Ÿur¹f  because, in the morphophonology of the ‘Arabiyya, they can be substituted 
for other Ÿur¹f. The Arab linguists in effect consider length as segmental rather 
than suprasegmental. The sounds of the Ÿarakƒt are, from the acoustic point 
of view, Ÿur¹f (since they occupy a space) but deficient (nƒqi©a, Ÿur¹f ©a‰¢ra) 
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since they do not substitute for other segments. These Ÿur¹f have as fad¢la the 
fact that they have an articulation which opens to the passage of air (muttassi‘a 
li-hawā’i al-ṣawt. kitāb, II, 265). This feature, called līn, contrasts with ‰ala¼ 
(soft, aerial/ hard, solid). At the opposite end of the axis of transformations are 
the ḥurūf al-šadīda which have a maximal Šala¼; there is total but momentary 
obstruction of the vocal tract, hence a greater expenditure of energy. These are 
the stop consonants. Between these two poles (līn® maximal Šala¼) are found 
three classes of ḥurūf: 1. the layyina consonants(35) w and y. The air passes as 
in the ḥurūf al-madd, but they have a closing action. Immediately afterwards: 
2. the Ÿur¹f al-ri¡wa; here the obstruction is partial, which allows the passage 
of vibrating air (yaǧrī fīhā el-ṣawt ® fricatives). 3. the ḥurūf bayna bayn, 
intermediate between the previous category and the stops; their realisation 
involves both a closure (luzūm al mawḍi‘ ) and an opening elsewhere. This 
is the case with the nasals, l and r and the pharyngeal‘. Within these classes 
other distinctions can be drawn. Thus the ḥurūf ǧawāmid can be mutbaqa or 
otherwise (pharyngealised, emphatic, dark), and maŠh¹ra or mahmūsa, which 
corresponds more or less to the distinction between voiced and voiceless (see the 
generative matrix of ḥurūf). See the next page.

The realisation schemas of the ‘Arabiyya called uṣūl were those used by 
the majority of speakers of faṣīḥ-s, but other schemas were also noted in certain 
regions or certain tribes; these constituted luġāt which is a particularly unusual 
and isolated variation. It is dependent rather on purely individual deviations (see 
Kitāb, II, 404-406)
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†
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Conclusion

Two basic differences distinguish this kind of approach from that of post-
Saussurian structuralism. In the first place, the latter generally operates by simple 
abstraction (the characteristic of all radical empiricism). In fact, everything in 
it is based on intensive and exclusive abstractive processes: the individuals 
in classes which themselves are related only by inclusion, intersection or 
exclusion. To move from one element to another, one always feels obliged 
to pass through the class containing them, unlike in the case of qiyās, which 
depend on a constructive and extensive abstraction: the elements belonging to 
two bāb-s are directly related. This then reveals a more abstract structure which 
incorporates them and extends beyond them.

The other difference lies in the fact that we do not reduce all science to the 
science of phenomena; we recognise there also a “science of action” which is 
not necessarily identical to the prescriptive disciplines. In fact, we can, see in 
the qiyƒs mustamirr (in the ḥadd) not only the simple description of a relation 
holding between two classes of phenomena, but also the constant which makes 
it possible to predict the development of new acts of discourse and consequently 
to regulate language behaviour according to the requirements of the language 
system.

On the other hand, no linguistic theory based on pure structuralism or 
generative grammar has the syntheticist viewpoint on the grammatical qiyƒs, 
which regards the syntagmatic and pradigmatic axes as the integrated and 
dynamic components of the same unit, namely the matrix of a set of items and 
never attempts to separate them or to give more importance to one or the other 
of these components. This conception takes into account the fact that language 
is composed of both objects and actions bearing on these objects.

Now, once we are concerned with characterising types of action, simple 
commutation, even if supplemented with an accessory look at the contrasts that 
appear on the syntagmatic axis, or simple distributional analysis, even if followed 
by a similary, secondary look at pragmatic variations, is not sufficient to define 
and characterise these actions. Such a conception (of an integration of class and 
order, of the categorial and the serial) implies that of a structuralisation of the 
pradigmatic axis: the substitutions made there are first of all true transformations, 
but these are affected through reversible expansion from an irreducible kernel. 
Finally, such a viewpoint implies that we cannot be satisfied with an analysis 
into immediate constituents, even if formalised into tree diagrams, and even if
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this analysis is supplemented by a battery of transformations, for it is the 
transformations themselves which (in the conception of the naḥw) define the 
constituents on the utterance.

In fact, no linguistic theory seems to us to fit in completely with the radical 
an integral operationism of Arab linguists. Chomsky’s reintroduction in 
scientific form of the concepts of transformation and grammatical  rule, and the 
application of the concept of formal generation to language seem to us to offer 
confirmation of certain aspects of the naŸw, but generative grammar does not 
(yet) seem to be moving in the direction of a more systematic integration of the 
transformational into the syntagmatic.

Another kind of transformation consists in incorporating into what is 
grammatical forms which have been distorted. This brings the naḥw closer to 
generativism, but it is nevertheless different: by the fact that only the distorted 
forms, together with the free variations in pattern content, receive formal 
explanation by recourse to this kind of transformation and secondly by the fact 
that the recursivity of its rules is extensive.

The linguistics of the ‘Arabiyya has not been limited to the study of the 
meaningful form (the laf¼), as we have seen: it is concerned above all with the 
kalām, that is the utterance and the act of uttering. In fact, the study of what the 
waḍ‘ (code and structure) becomes in the act of utterance, and consequently 
of the variations and distortions actually affecting it, is for Arab linguists only 
another dimension to be added to the naŸw in the strict sense, since in this study 
they continue to make use of the same biunivocal and seriated correspondences. 
The signifying forms at the syntactic level certainly have a semantic content 
in acts of utterance, but they are not isomorphic with this content (the Arab 
grammarians give much importance to this). The solution consisted in 
establishing a mediation or potentialisation (which presupposes these reversible 
and seriated correspondences: semantic feature implied by the laf¼ alone R 
semantic feature implied by the components of the communication where R is 
often an implication based on natural logic).

We can say at the end of this study that the Arabic linguistics which we 
have just outlined, and which contrasts with the speculative and/or exclusively 
normative grammar inherited from later centuries, depends on an operationist 
conception which can on these grounds be componed, but not reduced to, certain 
concepts of contemporary science with regard to its fundamentally operationist 
approach.
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Notes

1- « Fa©ƒŸa « for S¢bawayh, is the property of being a native speaker who has not spent

much time in linguistically cosmopolitan areas.

2- What seems to justify this viewpoint is the fact that there is no difference, after all, 

between the data of the physician (or biologist) and those of the linguist: in both

cases any researcher must be able to verify, at any moment, an observation obtained

by another researcher.

3- Let us remember that for us the notion of structure cannot be reduced to intensive

relations of opposition and co-membership (the importance of which has been These

very much exaggerated by the post-saussurian structuralist linguists). These relations 
or the classes deriving from then must still be commounded among themselves before 
we can talk of structure.
4- Later authors than S¢bawayh have given this entity the very-significant name of 

“laf¼a” (= unit of laf¼ ) (see Ibn Ya‘¢ª, ãarŸ al-Mufa©©al, I, 19 and Ra†¢, ãarŸ al-
Kƒfiya, 1, 5).We have elsewhere proposed calling it “lexie”. See for more details (on 
the whole of this study) my work “ Arabic linguistics and general linguistics”.

5- Òadd as a production and reception model, or in the formal framework of the 

naŸw: a structure capable of characterising (in the mathematical sense) the items 

of the language.

6- Fur¹‘ derived from the a©l and having the same isotopes or mawƒdi‘ in speech. 

7- ‘A. is standing, ‘A. is indeed standing, ‘A. was standing.

8- This concept of government is unknown among the Greco-Latin and Indian 
predecessors of Arabic grammar. In the West it is only met for the first time among 
the author of the late Middle Ages.

9- ‘A. hit ‘Amr.

10- The mubtada’, contrary to what some believe, did not receive this name because 

it is at the beginning of a string, since it may happen to be proposed (ibtidƒ’ here = 

independence from what precedes).

11- Translation: Z. was standing; I was standing; Z. hit ‘Amr; I hit ‘Amr; Z. gave ‘Amr a 

garnent; ×ƒlid thought that Z. was standing; I thought that × was standing; ×. informed 

Bakr that Z. was standing; I informed Bakr that  Z. was standing.

As can be seen, the content of R is capable of dividing T
1
 and T

2
 into T

3
 and T

4
.     

12- Minimal string none of whose members is realised separately in the same string.
13- Which is not the case with the lexie “kitƒbu Zaydin hƒ‡ƒ” (Zayd’s book, that is). In 
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fact, only the verbal lexie is analysable into syntactic elements

14- This substitution accompanies a structural transformation of the verb as can be seen.  

15- I hit ‘A. standing; ‘A, was hit standing.

16- There is ‘A. who is going away.

17- ‘A. goes away.

18- As in:  / # ’imtala’a al-’inƒ’u/mƒ’an # the vase has filled with water. 

19- = a ring of silver; twenty dirhams; the most wealthy; equal in strength; how many 
books?; how many books !

20- At this intermediate level are found the terms governed by lexies whose kernel is 
constituted by an item related to a  verb: a verbal substantive, participes, etc.

21- Which covers everything which is not a verb or a grammatical morpheme. 

22- The generativits, « matrix «. 

23- = Zayd, his father says that.

24- I was afraid that Zayd would go out; I want to go out; I appreciated what you did.

25- This follows from the expandable nature of some maw†i‘ -s  

26- =didn’t you go out? -wil he go out? - If  I go out, will you punish me? “lam”  marks 
the negation of a process in the past; “sa –” is a verbal prefix of the future, and “in” 
= if.

27- S¢bawayh also calls it “isti‘nƒf ”.

28- One difference is to be noted: the second series, unlike T
2
, cannot be anteposed to 

its governing element or to the first series.

29- Without adventitions elements (muŠarrad)

30- mƒ” is here treated as “laysa” (this is the ḤiŠƒzian variant).

31- Translation : Zayd goes away-Zayd doesn’t go away in order that I go away-Zayd 

does no go away - Does Zayd go away? - Doesn’t Zayd go away? (same meaning

with laysa) - Does Zayd go away in order that I go away? Zayd goes away! (strong 

affirmation) - Would to God that Zayd would go away - I have no book to be able to 

read Zayd was going away – If Zayd goes away, I do the same - If Zayd does not get 

up, I will punish him - If Zayd came, I would welcome him - (By God), if you hit
‘Amr, I will hit you - Hit ‘Amr! - Do not hit ‘Amr! - (by God), I will go out! Hit ‘Amr! 
(insistent order) - If Zayd had not been there, I would have died.

32-  It is important to emphasise the fact that these transformations are never arbitrary, 

they are implied by the already established system of patterns of the language and thus 

contribute to expanding and enriching this by incorporating into it new, more abstract 
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patterns.

33- This corresponds to a contraction of two consonants caused by the dropping of a 

vowel and resulting in a geminate. The translation of this word as “assimilation” is an 

error (Ibn Ðinn¢ is the only one to have taken it in this sense. His ×a©ƒ’i©, II, 139), as is 

proved by the existence of id‰ām without assimilation as in “ ṯawbu Bakr” > 

“±awbbakr” (see Kitƒb, II, 408-9).

34- As we have said, combinatory phonetics occupies an important place in Arabic linguistics.

35- The distinction between consonants and vowels is found, but in a framework based 
on continuity and movement, in the opposition (not discontinuous): ©awt or Ÿarf 
†awƒ’ib / Šawƒmid. The terms mu©awwitƒt/©awƒmit are the translations of the Ereek 
terms phoneenta/aphona.
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